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017 will pull in more petrodollars into Africa than 2016. The signs are showing. More of the proposed 'transformational
projects' will leave the drawing board and take Final Investment Decision in the new year. The Seplat operated
$1.3Billion Assa North –Ohaji South (ANOS), gas development project will take Final Investment Decision by the second
quarter of 2017 (See story on Page 11).
Commercial sanction for oil production in Uganda and Kenya, which looked so uncertain this time last year, is so sure now. The
decision, if not made in 2017, will be made very early in 2018.
The most stubborn of the dark clouds surrounding the Ophir operated, 2.2MMTPA Fortuna Floating LNG off Equatorial Guinea
have been lifted. The road is clearer for FID to happen in 2017, with the first gas pushed forward to 2020. Unlike the ENI
operated CORAL Floating LNG (3.3MMTPA capacity) to be sited off the coast of Mozambique, Fortuna hasn't sold its entire
supplies. And the way it's going, CORAL is likely to come on stream before Fortuna.
As we predicted last year, ENI has been aggressively developing Zohr, the mammoth gas find it made in the deep waters of the
Mediterranean in August 2015. It is on course to deliver first gas from this 30Trillion cubic feet property by the first quarter of
2018.
There's pressure on both Anadarko and ENI to take FID on the largest single LNG trains ever to be installed on the continent; the
onshore 6MMTPA projects (apiece) in Mozambique. The LNG market is so murky now that neither side wants to nail down a
date. Still it's tougher for Anadarko to take that decision than ENI, who seems to have found a formula for getting ahead with
projects.
We asked you not to expect much exploration activity in Angola and Nigeria in 2016; and we predicted an uptick in infill drilling
in the latter and lower rig count in the former. In the event, the two countries were disappointing. The resurgence in rig activity
expected in Nigeria didn't happen in 2016, but 2017 will be a lot better. For Angola, the adventure will continue to be on hold.
Kosmos is keen on finding oil outboard of the gas discoveries in the Mauritania-Senegal area, so it will be doing a targeted three
well campaign. The American minnow wants to be like Cairn, which has been the only independent to have discovered
commercial quantities of crude oil offshore Africa in the current low price regime.
Congo continues its bid round, as does Equatorial Guinea. Egypt too, the perennial bid round holder, has announced its
umpteen lease sale. The deal flow market was lack lustre in 2016, and we don't expect significant shift in the coming year. The
Africa Oil+Gas Report is the primer of the hydrocarbon industry on the continent. It is the market leader in local contextualizing
of global developments and policy issues and is the go-to medium for decision makers, whether they be international
corporations or local entrepreneurs, technical enterprises or financing institutions. Published by the Festac News Press Limited
since November 2001, AOGR is a paid subscription based monthly, hardcopy and pdf publication delivered around the world.
Its website remains www.africaoilgasreport.com and the contact email address is info@africaoilgasreport.com. Contact
telephone numbers in our West African regional headquarters in Lagos are +2348130733523, +2348036525979,
+2348023902519, +2348038882629, +2348028354297, +2349091009800, +2348060095809.

-Editor
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What I Saw at the Michigan Recount

O

By Nick Sharp, Medium

n December 7, 2016, I volunteered as an observer with Recount Michigan 2016. I showed up at 9:00am
sharp in the heart of Detroit, in heavily democratic Wayne County, Michigan. It was a bloodbath.

I did not count a single vote during my entire first four-hour shift.
Trump's legal team was there in force, circling the room like sharks. They were challenging everything, gumming up
the works and disqualifying whole precincts. I was only aware of a single Green Party attorney plus one law student
in my (large) room. Many challenges had one or more Trump lawyers speaking with election officials, and no legal
advocate present for the other side; they were simply outnumbered and outgunned.
Every recount table had 1–2 Trump observers present, each one holding written scripts to challenge every single
precinct, regardless of the facts.
(Note: I am not a lawyer, the next two paragraphs are my understanding based on what I observed on site.)
When a precinct is challenged, everything is recorded in writing by the election officials present. If the challenge is
obviously true, the precinct in question is deemed un-recountable, right there. The civic employees write a report,
return everything to the box, seal the box, and move on to the next precinct, then the process of recording and
unsealing a box begins again.
But, even if the challenge is clearly contrived, it still has to be recorded, on the spot. The civic employees must fill out
a form, in longhand, and write up a report―also in longhand—before they can get back to work counting ballots.
I sat at my table for a full hour before our first box was even unsealed.
Around the time our first box was finally getting unsealed, an exasperated election official shouted an
announcement to the room. It was a large room and there were many people in it—he would have needed to shout
anyway—but his frustration was clear. He had the air of a normally calm civic bureaucrat trying to do his job and get
the votes counted on time, but who had been pushed to the breaking point by Trump's lawyers and their delay
tactics.
The election official announced that Trump's head lawyer had just filed a blanket challenge in the state capitol. So,
(here, I'm paraphrasing from memory) “All precincts have already been challenged. You don't have to read your
scripts anymore, we're not writing down the challenges. If you still want to read them, go ahead and read them.”
(Shouting louder) “But we're not writing them down any more.” (He raised his arms) “We're not gonna do it!”

Excerpted from an article of the same title, published in Reader Supported News. Mr. Sharp's writings can be read
on https://medium.com
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K I C K S TA R T E R

Africa's E&P Hotspots, 2016-2025

By Toyin Akinosho

W

hen Duncan Clarke, moderator of
the Africa Hydrocarbon
Arguments at the Africa Oil Week
conference, asked me what I thought would be
Africa's E&P hotspots in the next 10 years, it
was the face of Luca Bertelli that flashed in my
mind.
It pays to listen to Bertelli, Chief Exploration
officer for the Italian giant, ENI.
In a quite depressing period, Bertelli's talks at
Africa Oil Week are cheery. Every year since
2014, he has come to the conference with a
bunch of good news, each new batch more
upbeat than the last.
Luca Bertelli doesn't talk about anything but
his company's activities, but you get a sense
that ENI is getting everything right; with the
drill bit, with offtake agreements, with farm
downs, with budgets, and with timing around
discovery to market, at a time when just about
everyone else is complaining.
ENI found 30Tcf of gas within two years of
obtaining an Egyptian block that Shell had
explored in vain for 10 years; it got BP to sign
offtake agreement for the entire supply of
3.3MMTPA of Mozambican gas in a period of
low enthusiasm for LNG; ENI has sold sakes in
Zohr to BP and Rosneft for $1.5Billion; it will be
delivering first oil offshore Ghana about six
months from now and its gas project, in the
country –at 180MMscf/d-provides the largest
inflow of these vital molecules for the
country's electricity boost. In Angola, where it
is quite small, ENI will be inaugurating an FPSO
delivering 80,000BOPD at peak in the first
quarter of the New Year.
So I could have simply responded to Clarke
that the way to determine where Africa's E&P
hotspots would be in the next 10 years is to
watch what ENI is doing, in particular, which
country it is taking positions.
Instead I said: “Watch Northwest Africa,
Senegal in particular”.
I have been following events in Senegal since
Cairn discovered FAN and SNE fields in 2014. I
was excited about those discoveries as I was
when Woodside announced the Chinguetti oil
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find off Mauritania in 2002. I cheered when rocks”.
Kosmos/Anadarko discovered the first In plain grammar, “we are looking for oil down
elephant sized pool of oil off Ghana in 2007. I the slope of where we found gas”.
was a keen follower of details of both But Senegal and Mauritania are only two of the
Anadarko's 2010 basin opening of deepwater five countries that inhabit the Northwest
Rovuma basin off Mozambique and Tullow's Africa margin. There's Morocco. There's
cracking of the code of the Kenyan Rift basin in Guinea Bissau and there's Guinea Conakry.
2012.
In the light of the not-so-amazing results of
In my view Ghana has, small as it is in the those places that were hyped to be hot spots in
context of overall sub-Saharan oil patch, the last five years: pre-salt Kwanza Basin off
inspired a lot of interest in the cretaceous Angola, deepwater Namibia, pre-salt deepater
transform margin on the continent. As the Gabon and deepwater Morocco, it is easy to be
country has sanctioned three robust cynical about what the Northwest margin has
deepwater field developments in the last 10 to offer. Afterall, Morocco has been so utterly
years, it has delivered the promise of a buzz in disappointing. And the only producing oil field
activity in West Africa. In that time frame, offshore Mauritania had plunged in output at
companies have taken fresher looks at terribly short notice.
neighbouring Cote d'Ivoire, Sierra Leone and Still there's a huge difference between the
Liberia and even the offshore part of Benin failed hot-spots cited above and Senegal and
Basin off the coast of Nigeria. That is what I call Mauritania.
'hotspot activity'.
There is a mid sized oil field that is at least
Is this likely to happen around the 300MMBO off Senegal. There is a gas pool that
Senegal/Mauritania basin, or the greater is certified to be as large as 25Tcf off
Northwest African margin, as crude oil prices Mauritania.
stabilise in 2017?
Two more things: 1) From my discussions with
Let's start with what we know.
a number of the geoscientists employed by the
Cairn has drilled three successful appraisals mid cap independents working on African
and one exploratory well since it discovered petroleum systems, some of the best looking
SNE and FAN. The pool is not looking as large as undrilled prospects on the continent are in this
Ghana's but the company states clearly that 2C general area.
resources currently guide to a plateau I am prepared to wager that Kosmos will
production rate of 100,000 - 120,000BOPD. deliver an oil find, sometime between 2017
FID will only be taken in 2019, six clear years and 2018.
from discovery. First Oil is expected between And 2), since ENI itself has taken a position
2021 and 2023, which is a bit of a stretch. offshore Morocco and has indicated a
Taken on the surface of what Cairn provides, willingness to drill in the Rabat Deep
Senegal doesn't look as exciting as Ghana.
concession in 2017, we should simply watch
But that discovery, which came with the very out.
first deepwater drilling, has created a oomph.
Cairn, with new 2016 3D seismic data,
has in mind to drill a couple of wells in
2017, not just to appraise the FAN and
SNE, but to feel its way through the
regional geology.
The Australian player Woodside
Energy has joined the bet on Senegal,
plunking down $350Million to buy out
the American firm ConocoPhillips,
who is keen on investing in Shale
hydrocarbon in its home country.
Kosmos Energy has encountered a
giant gas field in the same SenegalMauritania basin, offshore
Mauritania, but this well-tested
African oil finder wants to drill three
wells from 2017 to look for oil
outboard of these deepwater finds.
Kosmos claims it is pursuing large,
basin floor fan reservoirs “trapped
primarily stratigraphically, potentially
charged vertically with oil / liquids
from mature Apto – Barremian oil
source rocks and laterally from Albian
The massive Zohr gas tank, the largest hydrocarbon field in the Mediterranean
and, or Cretaceous-Tertiary source
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Ghana's Gas Production to reach
350MMscf/d by 2019
Ghana's Ministry of Petroleum expects “gas
volumes from indigenous fields will reach
350 Million Standard Cubic Feet per Day
(MMscf/d) by 2019”. This includes gas
volumes from the Jubilee field, the TEN
Custer and the Sankofa -GyeNyame twin
fields. The molecules will “be enough to
generate over 2,000MW of power”,
according to Emmanuel Kofi Armah-Buah,
the Minister of Petroleum. The country's only
Gas Processing Plant, which has a capacity
of 150 MMscf/d, is currently supplying about
80 MMscf/d of gas for power generation.
This is coming from Jubilee alone. TEN will
be introduced in 2017, adding 50MMscf/d.
Sankofa-GyeNyame is in development and
the gas will be processed by a different
plant. The Jubilee Gas Processing plant is
also producing about 500 metric tonnes of
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) per day,
which was about 50% of national demand.

New Law Introduces Competitive Bidding
Act 919, Ghana's new E&P Act, has, among other things,
introduced the concept of Open Competitive Bidding. “The act
provides greater depth for the conduct of Upstream Petroleum
Operations in Ghana”, explains Theo Ahwireng, Chief Executive
of the Petroleum Commission, the industry regulatory agency.
Act 919 was passed by the parliament in August 2016 and
accented by President Mahama in the same month. Before now,
Ghana awarded upstream licences by negotiation. The new law,
Ahwireng says, also reduces the number of negotiable/biddable
elements passed by parliament in August 2016 in a Petroleum
Agreement. “Tax is fixed and GNPC's minimum initial interest is
stipulated”. It also enjoins the Minister to grant Licenses in
consultation with the Petroleum Commission. “Provisions have
been enhanced and brought in line with current industry
trends”. Act 919 repeals The Petroleum (Exploration and
Production Law, 1984 (PNDCL 84)

Quantum Power Will Deliver Imported Gas By Mid 2017
Quantum Power Ghana Gas is constructing infrastructure to moor its Floating Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG) Storage and Regasification Unit 13 kilometers offshore Tema. The current plan is to begin
delivery of dry gas to Ghana National Petroleum Company GNPC by June 2017. By then, the subsea and onshore pipeline that will deliver the natural gas to GNPC and its customers onshore
should have been completed. While the ultimate capacity –going by the contract between QP and
GNPC-is 500MMscf/d, the likely deliverable by mid -2017 is 100MMscf/d.

Two Thirds of Ghana's Offshore Area Still Open for Investors
Ghana's offshore basins (measured to 3500 m isobath) encompass an area of approximately 60,000 sq. km. About 23,092 sq. km
have been awarded to IOCs and the rest is open to investors. In Q2 2016, two new companies were granted E&P rights offshore and
one company was awarded rights onshore. As of October 2016, eighteen (18) Petroleum Agreements (PAs) were active for offshore
concessions. Source: Ministry of Petroleum

The Greater Jubilee Full Field
Development Plan,
incorporating reservoirs in
Mahogany and Teak fields, will
involve between nine and 31
wells, drilled between six and
12 months after sanction. The
plan has been redesigned
given the current environment
to reduce overall capital
requirements and allow
flexibility in the timing of
capital investment. Sanction
has not been announced.

Greater Jubilee Full Field
Plan Involves 9-31 Wells

Tullow Aims For TEN To Achieve 65,000BOPD in 2017
Tullow's newly commissioned TEN field development will not reach planned peak
production before 2018. The field's output has been steadily ramping up, since it
came online in August 2016, to test FPSO capacity. The company is aiming for ˜
65,000BOPD average gross production in 2017, it says in an update. Ten of the 24
proposed wells have been drilled. Tullow will recommence drilling on the property
after the ruling of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS),
scheduled for late 2017.
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How NPDC Gave Up Operatorship of OML 30
…The Qataris complained to Buhari that they had an investment in Nigeria which was
chronically underperforming on account of the Nigerian state hydrocarbon company
insisting on operating the asset. This property, they told Buhari, was OML 30. On his return
back in the country, President Buhari reportedly told the Minister of State for Petroleum to
prevail on NPDC to give up operatorship of OML 30 (Full story on page 27).
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CO N F E R E N C ES , M E E T I N G S , E V E N T S
November 13 - 17, 2016
2016 NAPE 34th Annual International Conference
& Exhibitions
Lagos, Nigeria
Contact: http://www.nape.org.ng/meetingsevents/conferences
November 15-17, 2016
1st Africa Oil and Gas Local Content Conference
and Exhibition
Luanda, Angola
+44(0)2077004949
November 15-17, 2016
East Africa Oil & Gas Summit & Exhibition
Nairobi, Kenya
eaogs.com
Lagos, Nigeria
Contact: http://www.nape.org.ng/meetingsevents/conferences
November 23-24, 2016
1st Annual MSGBC Basin Summit and Exhibition
Dakar, Senega
msgbc.theenergyexchange.co.uk/
r.brewster@theenergyexchange.co.uk
+44 20 7384 8013
November 28-29, 2016
International Gas Summit
Nice, France
Gassummit.org
+44 20 3318 4643
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Feb 14-16, 2017
EGYPS 2017
Cairo, Egypt
egyptpetroleumshow.com/
egyps.conference@dmgeventsme.com
+971 (0)4 445 3738
February 20-21, 2017
IGTC 2017 – 8th International Gas Technology
Conference
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
https://www.europetro.com/en/igtc2016
office@europetro-me.com
+971 (0)4 421 4642
February 27 - 02 March 2017
Nigeria Oil & Gas Conference & Exhibition
Abuja, Nigeria
cwcnog.com
+44 20 7978 0000, +2347063442343
7th North African Petroleum Exhibition &
Conferences (NAPEC)
Mar 21-24, 2017
Oran, Algeria
www.napec-dz.com/NewDefault.aspx?lg=en
business@napec-dz.com
+213 (0) 550 46 88 98
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Upstream West Africa Summit 2017
Mar 29-31, 2017
Lagos, Nigeria
www.upstreamwestafrica.com/
natalie.stone@valemediagroup.com
+44 1446 677 960
Oil & Gas Africa 2017
Apr 11-13, 2017
Nairobi, Kenya
www.expogr.com/kenyaoil
pr17@expogr.com
+971 4 3721421
3rd Deepwater East & Southern Africa Congress 2017
Mar 16-17, 2017
Maputo, Mozambique
www.szwgroup.com/deepwater-east-southern-africacongress-2017/
grazyl@szwgroup.com
+86 137 9883 3193
2nd East & Southern Africa Gas & LNG Conference
2017
Mar 16-17, 2017
Maputo, Mozambique
www.szwgroup.com/world-gas-congress-africa2017?hmsr=PA&hmpl=&hmcu=&hmkw=&hmci
Karenz@szwgroup.com
+86 18621565342
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AFRICA’S PROJECTS OF 2017
Kosmos will drill three new exploration wells in
Mauritania and Senegal beginning in 2017.The
campaign is to chase oil prospects downslope of
the gas discoveries. BP has taken a position in
these assets and will be spending over
$200Million on the campaign.
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ENI says it will be taking final
investment decision on the
Baltim South West field, in
late 2017. Production startup is expected by second half
of 2018.

French major TOTAL declares
that the much awaited oil
field development project in
Uganda will receive project
sanction by the end of 2017

The Sankofa complex oil and
gas project is on course for
start-up in the second
quarter of 2017.
Tullow is targeting approval of
the Ghanaian Government for
the Greater Jubilee Full Field
Development GJFFD plan
approval mid-2017. The plan
has had “development
redesigned for current
environment”. GJFFD
envisages an extension of
production plateau and
increases reserves.

The Nigerian independent, Seplat,
expects to take Financial Investment
Decision on the Midstream segment
of the Assa North-Ohaji South
(ANOS) Project by 2Q 2017. The
two fields involved, Shell's Assa
North in Oil Mining Lease (OML) 21
and Seplat's Ohaji South in OML 53,
are straddling pools, located in the
east of NIGERIA
Chevron is looking forward to
commissioning the shallow water
Sonam Field Development Project,
of which construction of offshore
facilities is ongoing, and first
production is expected in 2017.

FID for Ophir operated Fortuna Floating LNG is now expected to take place in
1H 2017 with first gas anticipated in 1H 2020. Initial offtake is expected to be
2.2-2.5 MMTPA for a duration of between 15 and 20 years which will monetise
around 2.6 Tcf of the discovered resource.
TOTAL operated Kaombo cluster of fields will start production sometime in the second half of
2017, utilising the first of two FPSOs provided for the project. Kaombo is expected to produce
230,000BOPD at peak.
The East Hub cluster of fields, in the deepwater Angolan Block 15/06, is expected to be
producing at least 50,000BOPD from the FPSO Armada Olombendo by the end of 2017. The
field is slated for commissioning in the second quarter of 2017.

AFRICA OIL + GAS REPORT

ENI has slightly pushed FID for
the Coral South development in
MOZAMBIQUE to 1Q 2017. The
original plan was 4Q 2016.
South Africa Amends Controversial “20% State
Carry” in New Petroleum Law
Public hearings for much of 2017 in South
Africa's nine provinces, on the new Minerals
and Petroleum Resources and Development
Amendment Bill (MPRDA Bill), passed by the
South African National Assembly in the first
week of November 2016.
The National Assembly has forwarded the law
to the National Council of Provinces. Provincial
briefings will take place prior to the public
hearings. All nine provincial legislatures will
then schedule public hearings in the new year.
The 20% interest to the State in all new
exploration and production rights in South
Africa remains in the new Bill. But it is no
longer a free carried interest as provision is
now to be made for a cost recovery mechanism
for that carried interest during the production
stage.

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2016
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BP Will Triple Egyptian Production By 2020
Peak production of West Nile Delta project is anticipated to be 1.74Bcf/d

B

ritish major BP expects to more than
triple its net gas production in Egypt in
the next four years.
Its western Nile Delta project is the core of the
company's expansion, but there are others,
including Atoll.
The Western Nile Delta project includes two
projects in which 21 wells will be drilled to
develop five trillion cubic feet (5Tcf) of gas
resources. Peak production is expected to be
1.74Bcf/d or 290MBOEPD.
All the planned nine wells have been drilled,
with completions started, in the Taurus/Libra,
the first of the two projects. Production will be
through BG's Burullus Facilities. The first
subsea trees have been successfully
completed. Facilities were 55% complete as of
end of October 2016. The Taurus/Libra
project is expected on stream in late 2017.
The Giza/Fayoum/Raven project, which is
more complicated, comes up behind
Taurus/Libra. The fields are in deeper waters,
and are to be drained via long tie backs to
shore. The existing Rosetta plant is being
modified for Giza/Fayoum and integrated

with a new onshore plant for Raven. Only
three of the proposed 12 wells have been

drilled and only to the top of reservoir.
Production facilities are only 10% complete.

Sasol to Produce Over 10,000BOPD In Mozambique

T

he Sasol operated Production Sharing
Agreement (PSA) onshore
Mozambique is on course to deliver
more than 10,000Barrels of Oil Per Day at peak
production. The project is an integrated oil,
LPG and gas development.
The dual JSE and NYSE listed company has
not decided whether it will export the crude,
or process it insitu. “We are working through
both the options of export of oil and incountry processing and usage”, John Sichinga,
Senior Vice President Sasol Exploration and
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Production International, said at a recent
conference. As Sasol has always been reticent
about project completion date, it is unclear
when Mozambique will become an oil
producer.
Mozambican authorities had talked up the
country's prospect of joining the league of oil
producing nations for years. The
impoverished southeast African country,
under scrutiny of the IMF for undisclosed
external borrowing amounting to about

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2016

$1.37Billion, is badly in need of cash.
Sasol commenced the drilling of its first oil
well on the PSA project-“the first Inhassoro G6
oil rim well” -on October 11, 2016. Prior to
that, it had drilled two gas wells, all part of a
13 well drilling campaign which determine the
first phase of the PSA development; the
delineation and initial development of the
Temane G8, Temane East, Inhassoro G6 and
Inhassoro G10 reservoirs.
The surface facilities being installed in the PSA
area include a 15 000BOPD liquid processing
facility (Flowstation) for light crude oil oil, 20
000 tons LPG capacity facility, and a fifth gas
processing plant to be located at an existing
Central Processing Facility. That fifth train has
capacity to process 150Million standard cubic
feet of gas per day (150MMscf/d), which will
be allocated to the Mozambique Gas to Power
project (MGtP) for the generation of 400 MW
of electricity in Southern Mozambique. The
project has an invoice totalling about
$1.4Billion.
Sasol is keen to understand the oil reservoir
system and to maximise its production, even
though the company has been a gas producer
in the country for 14 years. A combined three
dimensional (3D) and two dimensional (2D)
seismic programme was carried out over the
Inhassoro G6 and Inhassoro G10 reservoirs “to
de-risk future well locations”, Sichinga says.
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CHORUS ENERGY
Matsogo/Amoji/Igbolo.
Technical Partner: Seven
Energy
Tako 1, a hydraulic snubbing
unit, has finished re-entering
Igbolo-1. The Matsogo field is
producing 800 Barrels of
Condensate per Day from
Extended Well Test; trucked to
Midwestern Oil and Gas facility
in Umusadege.

PAN OCEAN

SEPLAT

NPDC

ADDAX

TOTAL

AGIP

SHELL

CHEVRON

MOBIL

PRIME ENERGY/SUFFOLK
Asaramatoru Field.
Production commenced:
2013. Average for October
2016 was 1,200BOPD Crude oil
produced via an Extended Well
Test (EWT) Licence is evacuated
in a barge and delivered at Amni
Petroleum's Ima facility
offshore.
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OCTOBER 2016 UPDATE

ASSOCIATED OIL &GAS
Tom Shot Bank
Partner: Dansaki/Technical Partner &Financier: Midway
Resources
Production Not Yet
In July 2016, Midway Resources acquired a 48% working interest (and
a substantially larger economic interest) in July 2016, four years after
Canadian company Mira Resources became financially distressed and
abandoned drilling and testing operations. Midway will provide
technical, managerial and financial leadership over the life of the field
under an agreed Technical and Management Support terms. Midway
also has hydrocarbon off-take and lifting rights. Midway says field
operations will commence within Q2, 2017, with first production
expected within 18 months thereafter, subject to finalizing regulartry
approvals by end 2016.

EURAFIC ENERGY
Dawes Island Field
Production: Not yet. Eurafric encountered over 90 feet
Net Oil Sand when it re-entered Dawes Island 1 with the
Henan/Tansaniola owned Omega rig. But the company has
to pay a $500,000 fee to renew the licence.

MILLENIUM OIL &GAS
Oza Field
Partners: Hardy Oil & Emerald
Production expected to commence 1Q 2017. Early
Production Facility (EPF) and tie-in at SPDC's Isimiri flow
station, Pipelaying of 27.5km of 3” inter well flowlines and 3”
and 6” test and crude delivery pipelines from the Oza manifold
to Isimiri flow station are all done. Well test on Oza-2 Short
and Long strings gave results suggesting productions of as high
as 1500BOPD on Choke 22 (short-string) from the L9.0 sand
and 1000BOPD on Choke 20 (long-string) from the M2.1 sand.
Production on both strings had low GOR (between 250scf/Bbl
and 1000scf/Bbl).

ALL GRACE ENERGY
Ubima Field
Technical/Financing Partner: Eland Oil &
Gas
Production: Nil
Eland can do with a well-funded farminee into this
asset. The company's priority is its other asset;
the Opuama field in OML 40, where it has
suffered the shut in of its evacuation pipeline as
well as challenges of an inefficient operating
partner, the state owned NPDC.

WALTERSMITH/MORRIS PETROLEUM
Ibigwe Field
Production: commenced: 2008
October 2016 Production: 875BOPD. Production was shut in for
most of October 2016 because the crude oil evacuation infrastructureTrans Niger Pipeline- was taken offline. It came back up on November
18, 2016. Field capacity is 7,000BOPD. Plans are going ahead to
construct a 5,000BOPD crude oil refinery, now scheduled for start-up in
1Q 2018. Waltersmith has upgraded its plans for a gas processing
plant to developing a gasfired power plant. Details on page 33.
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PILLAR OIL
Umuseti/ Igbuku Field
Production commenced: 2009
October 2016 output: 1,300BOPD.
The ENI operated evacuation route
was back on stream in late June. The
Shell operated alternative, Trans
Forcados, was still down.

INDEPENDENT
ENERGY
Ofa Field
Production unlikely to
happen on this field.
Why? In 2009, Afren
re-entered Ofa-1 and
conducted a Drill Stem
Test which failed to
establish commercial
flow. In 2012, Xenergi,
a local early production
facility provider, had
the same experience.

NETWORK E&P
Qua Iboe Field
Partner: Oando
Production commenced: December 2015
October 2016 production: 26BOPD.
Impacted by the damage inflicted on the
Crude Loading Line to the Qua Iboe
Terminal, which is the export route for
crude from the Qua Iboe Field. The Line
was restored in late October 216 and the
QIT is back up.

ENERGIA PETROLEUM
Ebendo Field
Partner: Oando
Production commenced:
2009
October 2016 output:
5,000BOPD. Energia is working
up plans to optimise its gas
processing and transportation
facility in order to deliver
15MMscf/d of dry natural gas
to the Escravos Lagos Pipeline
System (ELPS). It has a
25MMscf/d facility, which
utilizes 10MMscf/d and delivers
mostly LPG.

GREEN ENERGY
Otakikpo Field
Technical/ Financing Partner: Lekoil
Lekoil commenced production into
storage tanks in mid-December 2016.
Crude will be pumped into the 6km
offshore pipeline leading to FSO, when
the line is completed around January
2017.

NIGER DELTA PETROLEUM
Ogbele Field
Production date: August 2005
Integrated oil, gas and refined product operation. October 2016 production:
6,500BOPD. Plans have been announced to increase the Ogbele Refinery's
existing capacity from 1,000 barrels of crude per day to 11,000 barrels per
day. In addition to its existing diesel only production capacity, the expanded
refinery will allow the company to supply increased diesel capacity, jet fuel,
gasoline (premium motor spirits), and marine diesel oil.

SAHARA ENERGY FIELDS
Tsekelewu Field
Awarded in 2003, Sahara Energy has neither performed a re-entry,
nor commenced new drilling on this field. The company has
access to funding but doesn't consider this asset a priority. Sahara
has 18% of OML 18 (54,00BOPD) , is major shareholder of the
Egbin Gasfired power plant as well as Ikeja Disco, (a large, power
distribution company). Tsekelewu is one of the fields that the
regulatory agency DPR, is considering taking over from the
licencee, for lack of rigorous work programme.

GUARANTEE PETROLEUM/OWENA
Ororo Field
Financing Partner: Sirius Petroleum
Production date: Not Yet
Sirius has committed to paying $500,000 to the Department of
PetroleuM Resources (DPR) as Field renewal licence on behalf of
field holders Guarantee Petroleum and Owena. Approval was
received to drill Ororo-2A, but there's no clarity as to when the
drilling equipment will arrive the location.

PLATFORM PETROLEUM/NEWCROSS
Egbeoma Field
Production: commenced: 2007
October 2016 Production: 1,300BOPD. The Egbeoma Gas
Processing Plant has finally been commissioned, producing Propane
and LPG. Platform is unable to provide the entire 30MMscf/d of gas
required as input because of its own production constraints, so the
volume of output is lower than optimal.

NIGERIA’S MARGINAL FIELDS: ACTIVITY
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London listed producer is hoping to be the supplier of 1Bcf/d of the potential
2.5bcf/d demand in the Nigerian domestic market
By Toyin Akinosho

S

eplat Petroleum has concluded a road
show in the world's leading financial
capitals, to raise funds for the
600MMscf/d Assa North-Ohaji South (ANOS)
gas development project in the eastern Niger
Delta of Nigeria.
The London listed oil and gas developer will be
operating the Midstream part of the project,
which consists of building the gas processing
plants and selling the gas. That aspect of the
project will cost $1.3Billion and will be
developed in modularised phases.
Shell is the operator of the upstream
(subsurface development) segment of ANOS,
which involves unitisation of two straddling
fields: (the Shell operated Assa North in Oil
Mining Lease (OML) 21 and the Selat operated
Ohaji South in OML 53), as well as drilling the
wells. Both fields have combined 2P reserves
of 4.5Trillion Cubic Feet.
Shell is still not entirely comfortable with

Seplat going ahead with the midstream plan,
but that is being worked out.
Seplat is pleased with the level of funding
interest shown during its roadshow,
particularly among the Development Finance
Institutions. The company has been in
discussions with organisations like OPIC, US
Eximbank and IFC.
40% of the $1.3Billion to be expended on the
project is equity. The remaining 60% is debt.
The company expects equity financing to have
closed by the First Quarter of 2017.
The financial close for debt financing is
expected to have occurred by 3Q 2017, but
before then, by the second quarter of the year,
“we would have taken final investment
decision by the second quarter of the year”,
ranking company sources say.
Before June ending 2017, the company wants
to have ensured a clear sight of who the
offtakers are, and should have had at least a

draft gas sale agreement.
Contract for construction of the gas processing
equipment are expected to have been signed
by the end of 2017
Full scale construction of these equipment
should be underway by 2018, with a view to
commissioning of the project by end 2019.
Seplat sees itself growing into being the top
supplier of gas into the domestic space, a
position currently occupied by Chevron. The
Nigerian electricity industry, which is the
largest offtaker of Nigerian gas in the domestic
market, has struggled in the past three years.
So this project has significant risk. Seplat
management, however, is of the opinion that
the country has no way of growing its economy
without sorting out its electricity supply
issues, and gas supply is at the heart of that.
“The medium term demand for gas in Nigeria
is 2.5Bcf/d”, Seplat sources say. “We want to
be in a position to supply 1bcf/d of that”.

The Western Cluster Gets an October Boost

N

But the relief was extremely short lived

igerian independents with fields
located in the western Niger Delta,
got a boost in production in the last
week of October, as the Trans Forcados
System (the system of crude pipeline, terminal
and export loading line), briefly came back up.
The TFS had been down since mid-February
2016, after militants dynamited the undersea
crude loading line which connects the pipeline
to the terminal.
As Shell, the operator of the system, worked
on repairing the facility, production by NPDC,
Seplat, Neconde, NDWestern, Shoreline, First

Hydrocarbon Nigeria (FHN), Platform
Petroleum, Pillar Oil, Midwestern and Energia
all headed south.
Figures from the fields, in late October,
however indicated a surge in production, as
Shell finished the repairs and commissioned
the system.
Seplat's operated production in Oil Mining
Leases (OMLs) 4, 38 and 41 leaped from
9,602Barrels of Oil Per day in October 21, to
67,272BOPD in October 31, 2016. The
NPDC/Neconde Joint Venture gross
production in OML 42 took off from zero in

October 21, to 31,631BOPD in October 31,
2016.
Now, all of that was short lived. By the third
day of November, militants had returned to
blow up the same facility. Production through
the TFS by NPDC, Seplat, FHN, Shoreline,
NDWestern and Elcrest, which could
conveniently reach 170,000BOPD, had all
gone down to less than 20,000BOPD in
November 2016.

Elcrest, Desperate, Will Start Barging its Crude From January 2017

E

land Oil and Gas has said it will now
accelerate its plans for the
implementation of crude export
through shipping.
It will also continue working towards the
development of an additional permanent
alternative export solution.
Eland is the technical half of Elcrest
Exploration and Production Nigeria Ltd, the
joint venture company formed by Eland and
Starcrest.
The company has decided to go this route in
the light of the persistent uncertainty of
transporting its crude through a pipeline to
Shell Nigeria's Forcados Terminal.
Elcrest's OML 40 has not been in production
since February 2016, as a result of
interruptions to the Forcadoss Terminal

export facilities. “Despite all parties working
towards a period of stable production,
interruptions have continued”
Shipping the crude as an alternative to
pipelines is a well-established route to
monetisation in Nigeria and the Company's
plans are already well advanced for this option
which is expected to commence by January.
The Company is in discussion with its partner
NPDC to accelerate work on a permanent
alternative export solution in advance of the
material increase in production that is
expected from the side-tracking of Opuama-7
and the re-entry and completion of
Gbetiokun-1.
T h e C o m p a ny d o e s n o t a n t i c i p a t e
co m m en c in g t h es e wo r kovers u nt il
production can be regularised to the export
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terminals and the Company will provide an
update on timing of the work programme
following recommencement and stabilisation
of production from Opuama. However, the
Company has alternative production options
within our Ubima Field and will review
opportunities to accelerate this development.
Although the Forcados terminal remains
under force majeure, Elcrest completed a
crude oil sale of 45,000 barrels from Forcados
terminal in October. In addition to the
production from the recent Opuama-3 well
test of 33,900 barrels of oil, the 6,000 barrels
of stored crude from the Opuama-3
production test in April 2016 has also been
injected into the OML 40 export line for future
liftings.
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NIGERIA's TOP INDIGENOUS CRUDE OIL PRODUCING COMPANIES -OCTOBER, 2016
OPERATED EQUITY Prdn GROSS Field
Prdn (BOPD)
(BOPD)
Prdn (BOPD)
ACREAGES
96,000
43,200
96,000 OML 29

COMPANY NAME
AITEO
EROTON

54,000

24,300

54,000 OML 18

NPDC

45,945

45,099

62,007

ORIENTAL
SEPLAT - Note 1
NEWCROSS E&P
MIDWESTERN
BELEMAOIL
AMNI PETROLEUM
CONOIL
ERIN ENERGY
ENERGIA
MONI PULO
PLATFORM

24,000
19,185
20,000
13,000
12,000
11,000
9,000
5,000
5,000
3,200
1,300

12,000
11,705
9,000
9,100
2,100
6,500
9,000
5,000
2,863
3,200
1,300

24,000
32,485
20,000
13,000
12,000
11,004
9,000
5,000
5,000
3,681
1,300

OMLs 4, 26, 30, 34, 38,
41, 65, 66, 111, 119
EBOK
OMLs 4, 38, 41, 53, 55
OML 24
UMUSADEGE
OML 55
OML 112
OMLs 59, 103
OML 120
EBENDO
OML 114
EGBEOMA FIELD

LICENCE TYPES
JV
JV

KEY PRODUCING
FIELD
Nembe Creek
Cawthorne
Channel

JV, PSC

Okono

Marginal Field
JV
JV
Marginal Field
JV
Sole Risk
Sole Risk
Sole Risk
Marginal Field
Sole Risk
Marginal Field, JV

Ebok
Ovhor, Sapele
Ekulama
Umusadege
Okoro
Otuo South
Oyo
Ebendo
Abana
Egbeoma Field

PILLAR OIL

1,300

780

1,300 UMUSETI

Marginal Field

Umuseti

PRIME ENERGY
WALTER SMITH
NIGER DELTA PETROLEUM

1,200
785
581

720
550
581

1,200 ASSARAMATORU
785 IBIGWE FIELD
581 OGBELE FIELD

Marginal Field
Marginal Field
Marginal Field

Assaramatoru
Ibigwe
Ogbele

OANDO ER - Note 2

NIL

18,000

105,000

FAMFA - Note 3

NIL

15,000

238,000 OML 127

Sole Risk

SAPETRO - Note 4

NIL

10,000

145,000 OML 130

Sole Risk

SUNTRUST
NECONDE

NIL
NIL

3,900
3,661

ND WESTERN

NIL

2,664

OMLs 60, 61, 62, 63, 125,JV, PSC, Marginal
Field
EBENDO, QUA IBOE

13,000 UMUSADEGE
8,135 OML 42
5,920 OML 34

Marginal Field
JV
JV

3,096 OML 26
JV
NIL
1,393
NIL
768
1,707 OML 30
JV
785 IBIGWE FIELD
Marginal Field
NIL
236
NIL
NIL
NIL OML 98
JV
NIL
NIL
NIL UQUO FIELD
Marginal
NIL
NIL
NIL OML 40
JV
322,496
242,620
872,986
NIGERIA's TOP INDIGENOUS NATURAL GAS PRODUCING COMPANIES
OPERATED
GROSS Field
Prdn
EQUITY Prdn
Prdn
(MMscf/d)
(MMsf/d)
(MMscf/d) ACREAGES/Offtaker
Includes Oben,
272
367
512
Utorogu and Oredo
Mainly ENI operated
NIL
186
900
into NLNG system
Utorogu Gas, fed into
the Escravos Lagos
NIL
122
272
Pipeline System
(ELPS)
Fed into NGC lines
240
108
240 (Geregu line and the
ELPS)

FIRST HYDROCARBON
SHORELINE NAT' RESOURCES
MORRIS PETROLEUM
PAN OCEAN
FRONTIER OIL
ELCREST
TOTALS

COMPANY NAME
NPDC
OANDO ER

ND WESTERN

SEPLAT

Agbami Field
(Deepwater)
Akpo Field
(Deepwater)
Umusadege
Batan/Odidi
Ughelli, Warri
River
Ogini
Afiesere
Ibigwe
Ogharefe
Uquo
Opuama

NIL

NIL

NIL

Sold to Ibom Power,
Unicem and Calabar
Plant. Zero production
due to militant impact

NIGER DELTA - Note 5

35

35

35

Pumped into NLNG
system. Shut in due to
militant activity

ENERGIA

10

10

10

Sold in the community Plans for expansion and sale to NGC

FRONTIER

TOTALS
557
828
1,969
Notes Below:
(1) SEPLAT Production now includes Pillar Oil operated Umuseti field, as well as OMLs 53&55.
(2) Most of Oando's gas production via NNPC/Agip JV is supplied to the NLNG; but 4.275MMsf/d is its share of the Energia operated Ebendo field
(3) Famfa holds 60% equity in OML 127 (Agbami), which output 238,000BOPD, but is lifting 15,000BOPD, as a result of its "carried" status
(4) SAPETRO's take is 13.5% of Akpo field's (OML 130)'s daily production of 145,000BOPD but it lifts 10,000BOPD due to its "carried" status
(5) Niger Delta Petroleum Resources delivers 35MMscf/d of gas from the Ogbele field to the Nigerian Liquefied Natural Gas(NLNG) system.
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ANGOLA's CRUDE OIL EXPORT AND PRODUCING COMPANIES (FOREIGN &LOCAL) JANUARY-SEPTEMBER, 2016 (274 DAYS)
GROSS
PARTNER1
PARTNER 3
VOLUME
OPERATOR
(Percentage)
PARTNER 2(Percentage)
(Percentage)
BLOCK NAME
BLOCK 17
181,331,849 TOTAL 40%
ESSO 20%
BP 16.67%
STATOIL 23.33%
BLOCK 15
86,268,004 ESSO 40%
BP 26.67%
ENI 20%
STATOIL 13.33%
BLOCK OA&B
64,510,794 CHEVRON 39.2% Sonangol 41%
TOTAL 10%
ENI 09.8%
BLOCK 31
44,729,880 BP 26.67%
ESSO 25%
Sonangol P&P 20%
STATOIL 13.33%
BLOCK 18
39,777,975 BP 50%
SSI 50%
NONE
NONE
Sonangol P&P 20%
BLOCK 14
30,186,437 CHEVRON 31%
ENI 20%
TOTAL 20%
BLOCK 15/06
21,466,041 ENI 35%
SSI 20%
Sonangol P&P 15%
TOTAL 15%
BLOCK 3/05
11,073,503 Sonangol P&P
China Sonangol 25% AJOCO 20%
ENI 12%
BLOCK 4/05
2,657,509 Sonangol P&P 25% STATOIL 20%
SOMOIL 15%
ACREP 15%
BLOCK FS/FST
870,872 SOMOIL 15%
Sonangol 63.67%
CHEVRON 14.3%
Sonangol P&P 5%
China Sonangol 25% AJOCO 20%
BLOCK 3/05A
625,241 Sonangol P&P
ENI 12%
ZONE SUL TERRESTE CABINDA
440,200 Plus Petro 50%
Sonangol P&P 20%
Force Petroleum 20%
CUPET 5%
Sonangol P&P 25%
CHEVRON 20%
SOMOIL 9.3%
BLOCK 2/05
90,000 PETROBRAS
TOTALS
484,028,305
ANGOLA's INDIGENOUS PRODUCING COMPANIES-2016 EXPORT ENTITLEMENTS JAN-SEPTEMBER 2016
OPERATED
COMPANY NAME
Prdn
EQUITY Prdn
GROSS Prdn
ACREAGES
Blocks FS/FST, 2/05, 3/05,
SOMOIL
870,872
1,707,502
15,317,125
3/05A, 4/05
FALCON
NIL
1,073,302
21,466,041 Block 15/06
ACREP
NIL
398,626
2,657,509 Block 4/05
POLIEDRO
NIL
8,190
90,000 Block 2/05
KOTOIL
NIL
8,190
90,000 Block 2/05
Zone Sul Terreste
FORCE PETROLEUM
NIL
88,040
440,200
Cabinda
TOTALS
870872
3283849.55
40,060,875
Data sourced from the Angolan Ministry of Finance. Daily production averaged 1.766MMBOPD during the period

PARTNER 4
(Percentage)

PARTNER 5
(Percentage)

PARTNER 6
(Percentage)

China Sonangol 5%
NONE
NONE

MARATHON 10%
NONE
GALP 9%
FALCON 5%
SOMOIL 10%
NONE
NONE
SOMOIL 10%

STATOIL 5%
NAFTGAS 4%
NONE
NONE
NAFTGAS 4%

POLIEDRO 9.1%

KOTOIL 9.1%

PETROBRAS 5%
INA NAFTA 4%
NONE
INA NAFTA 4%

SacOil Concerned About Its Cash Cow
The performance of Lagia Field in Egypt is Subpar

S

outh African minnow, SacOil, has
described the production
performance of its Egyptian oil field as
below expectations.
“In an effort to optimise the production
profile of the Lagia Oil Field in Egypt, we
conducted thermal stimulation on existing
wells on the field”, SacOil said in a recent
report. “Despite these operations, the field's
technical performance remains below
expectations”.
Sacoil noted that the “financial
performance” of the asset was also
negatively affected by the developments in
the global markets with respect to oil prices
and exchange rates which resulted in Lagia
contributing lower than expected revenue of
$220,331 despite an increase of $185, 905 in
operating costs associated with steaming
operations.
The Lagia field is the only producing asset in
SaCoil's Africa focussed upstream portfolio.
The JSE listed company's midstream and
downstream properties are still in the
preliminary stages of development.
SacOil acquired Lagia, a heavy crude asset, in
October 2014 and worked up the field to
achieve 1,000Barrels of Oil Per Day by
February 2016. It also had encountered a
deeper reservoir, which is essentially a
discovery filled with lighter crude, in one of

the new wells.
Lagia was acquired via the purchase of
Mena, a Cyprus-registered exploration and
production company. Sacoil followed up
Mena's work programme by hydraulically
stimulating five wells (Lagia 6 – 10) and
placing all on test production. The wells were
thermally stimulated and recovered
following the successful installation of steam
facilities in 2015.
Five additional thermal wells, Lagia-11,
Lagia-12,Lagia-13, Lagia-15 and Lagia-16,
were drilled and hydraulically stimulated,
targeting the productive Nukhul geological
formation, being the main producing
reservoir, at approximately 1 000 feet below
mean sea level.
Lagia-15 was deepened to investigate the
reservoir and
hydrocarbon
potential of the
underlying Thebes
fo r m at i o n . T h e
well intersected
the Thebes
formation and
discovered light oil
which flowed to
the surface.
Lagia is located on
the Sinai Peninsula,

AFRICA OIL + GAS REPORT

directly adjacent to the Gulf of Suez, an
extensional rift system which has created a
Tertiary graben separating the central Sinai
massif from the Eastern Desert. The basin is
dominated by northwest-southeast trending
faults. The producing Nukhul formation is
lower Miocene in age and unconformably
overlies the Eocene Thebes formation. In the
Lagia Oil Field the Nukhul formation consists
of five sandstone lobes interbedded with
mudstones.
The long-term development plan calls for up
to 35 wells for full development of this
current fault block. SacOil believes adjacent
fault blocks may also be oil bearing. The
produced oil is transported by road tankers
to the nearby General Petroleum Company
(“GPC”) production facility at Ras Gharib.
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TOTAL, Tullow Differ on FID Date for Ugandan Field Development

F

rench major TOTAL declares that the much awaited oil field
development project in Uganda will receive project sanction by the
end of 2017.
“Project organisation is set to deliver FID by the end of 2017, capturing
deflation”, says Guy Maurice, TOTAL's Vice President E&P, Africa.
The Irish explorer Tullow Oil has a slightly different view. “There's a big
push to get both (Uganda and Kenya) projects to FID during 2018 to lock-in
current low development CAPEX”, it declared in a report.
Tullow and TOTAL are two of three foreign investors in the Ugandan Field
Development project (the third is the Chinese behemoth, CNOOC), which
is expected to drain about 1Billion barrels of oil over 20 years at about
200,000 Barrels of Oil per day at peak.
Asked why there is such a disparity in the dates declared by the two
partners, Tim O'Hanlon, Tullow's Vice President for Africa replied that
there was not much of a difference. “TOTAL is saying we'd take FID at end
of 2017, we are saying he FID is likely early 2018”.
Both companies noted, in their presentations at the Africa Oil Week
Conference, that Front End Engineering Design (FEED) for the 24',
1,400km pipeline to transport the crude from a delivery point in Uganda's
Hoima District to the Tanzanian port town of Tanga will be launched in
2017.

..Project throws up a host of
opportunities.
Ernest Rubondo, Executive Director of the
Petroleum Authority of Uganda, asks
investors to take advantage of the range of
opportunities offered by the Field
Development Project. “500 wells are
estimated to be drilled in the next 3-5 years”,
he says. Two Central Processing Facilities are
to be constructed and maintained, as will be
In-field (feeder) pipelines and Oilfield Crude
Storage tanks/facilities. “There will be also
Guy Maurice,
be Waste management and treatment as
TOTAL's main man in Africa
well as Logistical Services”.
Mr. Rubondo says that Power Generation plants using gas and crude oil
will be built on the back of the field development project and these plants
will require contractors to supply Control systems,
Gas and Steam turbines, Compressors, Gas pipeline network, Residual oil
storage tanks and Transformers.

PetroSA: Things Are Worse Than They Seem

P

etroSA reported a much lower loss for
2015/16 than it did for 2014/15, but
the fundamentals are much worse in
spite of the better figures.
The 2015/16 result is a loss of $32Million,
including another $18Million impairment
charge relating to its onshore and offshore
production assets. This looks sunnier than the

T
G

since it came online in August 2016, to test
FPSO capacity. The company is aiming for ˜
65,000BOPD average gross production in
2017, it says in an update. Tullow will

recommence drilling on the property after the
ruling of the International Tribunal for the Law
of the Sea (ITLOS), scheduled for late 2017.

Ghana's Crude Oil Production Shoots up by 50%

hana's production has leaped from
100,000BOPD in August to
150,000BOPD in early November,
2016, as result of the TEN cluster of fields
coming on stream.
The cluster, which came online in August,
added 50,000BOPD to the existing Jubilee
oilfield production, which had recovered from

a set back to around 100,000BOPD
“Gross production from the Jubilee field has
been steady at around 100,000 BOPD since
August, as remedial works on the positioning
of FPSO Nkrumah improved.
Forecast 2016 gross production from both the
Jubilee field and TEN field come to
89,000BOPD (average annualised).

Jubilee field output had crashed to less than
70,000BOPD for most of the year prior to
August, because of the problem crated by the
malfunction of the FPSO's turret system.
TEN is expected to increase in output in 2017,
but would still remain less than the
anticipated peak production of 80,000BOPD

Kosmos, Tullow Get Into Free Cash Flow Zone

osmos Energy and Tullow Oil expect
production is expected their capex in
Ghana to fall ~90% from 2015 figures,

in 2017, even as production grows by as much
as~50%.
“TEN Project now on stream and together

with Jubilee, we forecast free cash flow
positive from 4Q'16, providing funding for
growth.”

GE To Expand Egyptian Facility By Mid 2017

E Oil & Gas is in the process of almost
doubling its local service facility in
2
2
Egypt from 3,000km to 5,000 km .
The property, located in the free zone, is on
course to be fully operational by mid-2017. It
will be home to more than 100 high-value
technical, engineering and service jobs held
by Egyptians.
“It will handle the assembly, disassembly,
repair, maintenance and testing of products
serving firms both in Egypt and
internationally”, the company declares. It will
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The company operates offshore gas
production facilities and the GTL refinery,
which has a theoretical nameplate of 45 000
bbl/d, but has been operating well below that
level for a number of years as a result of
feedstock constraints.

TEN Can't Reach Peak Output in 2017

ullow's newly commissioned TEN field
development will not reach planned
peak production before 2018. The
field's output has been steadily ramping up,

K
G

whopping $1.038Billion loss the company
announced in 2014/2015.
Beyond the headline figures however, gross
revenue fell 13% to $1.12Billion, as a result of
lower product prices and declining GTL
production. Output at the refinery, previously
known as Mossgas, fell a further 17% to
7.9Million barrels.

include a training centre for GE customers and
employees. “The learning programmes will
help expand local Egyptian expertise
regarding the operation and service of the GE
products being handled at the facility”, the
company explains.
Egypt's upstream oil and gas sector continues
to be a major bright spot for the country's
economy, following a string of new discoveries
in 2015. It's a sector experiencing growth, and
GE Oil & Gas is expanding its local service
facility to deliver additional capabilities to
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customers working in this industry. “We are
proud to be a partner to GE, one of the world's
leading providers of advanced technologies
and services,” stated Mr. Mohamed Khodair,
Chairman of the General Authority for GAFI.
“ B y c re a t i n g t h e r i g h t i nv e s t m e n t
environment, GE is now able to expand its
operations and investment in the free zone
which will support Egypt industrially and
economically.”
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Barry Morgan Lifts the Trophy
By Toyin Akinosho

he doyen of Africa's oil journalists has
won the Lifetime Achievement Award
of the African Upstream landscape.
Barry Morgan, West African correspondent
of the Norway based Upstream Newspaper,
received the award at the Africa Oil Week in
Cape Town, for “his significant personal effort,
sustained commitment and exceptional
dedication to building the Cape to Cairo oil
and gas industry and continental economic
future”.
It was about time.
“Clad in Safari-style Khaki and casually
understated, Barry has travelled widely, and
met many of the players of the continent's oil
and gas game”, wrote Duncan Clarke in his
seminal book, Africa: Crude Continent: The
Struggle for Africa's Oil Prize. “He has an
observant eye and sound background in the
complexities of Africa, retained in a mind
always on the lookout for the many angles that
make up the lattice of African hydrocarbons
and its associated politics”.
Morgan studied law and received LLB in 1980
at the London University's School of Oriental
&African Studies (SOAS) and a Master's
degree in 1981 at Dundee University's Centre
for Petroleum &Mineral Law &Policy.
“That's to say Master's in Law and Law of the
Sea”, he once told me, over drinks, in Abidjan,
the capital of Cote d'Ivoire.
He never practised law. After school, he went
and worked for Noroil and Norconsultants
(which became Euroil after a takeover), as a
senior analyst. He left Euroil in 1987 for
Reuters' energy desk, where he spent only a
year and left the agency, “for a combination of
freelance and helping someone in Oxfordshire
set up a drilling newsletter which I realised
would bring neither of us any money so I went
back on the market”.
He got two offers: one from OPEC and the
other from Papua New Guinea's Ministry of
Energy, as petroleum policy officer, to help
draft their petroleum code.
'I chose OPEC”, he says with a laugh.
But something didn't add up.
Reuters was supposed to be a bespoke
company. So why did Morgan leap out of one
of the world's largest news agencies, into the
dark? I asked.
“Reuters disappointed. They started closing
bureaus and relying on stringers and it
became clear it was a most impossible to get
on the OPEC beat. I wanted overseas and they
wanted desk bound markets reporters.
“Reuters had desk bound folk and field
journalists. Actually, no one on the energy
products desk was a journalist, rather they
were bright young folks and secretary types
who could stand having a broker in one ear
and trader in the other and updating the digits

on the screen every five minutes.
They were all good and extremely
talented people. But that kind of
gig was not for me”
Morgan, 59, had always been the
Field type. After 35 years post
graduate experience he still can't
stand formal, gala dinners. And if
he wasn't a recipient of an award,
I can bet he wouldn't have sat
through the PetroAfricanus
dinner, at the luxurious Table Bay
Hotel in Cape Town, in the course
of the Africa Oil Week in
November 2016, where he
received the distinguished
Lifetime Achievement Award.
His adventure story goes back
forty something years.
Born in North London in 1957, the
year that the Soviet Union
launched Sputnik 1, the first
artificial Earth satellite, into orbit
and Ghana became independent,
he had, as a teenager, the map of
the world on the wall in his room
(picture that scene about the
young medical doctor in his room
in the early moments of the
movie Last King of Scotland)
“I was intrigued by what I read”,
he recalls. Interailing around
Europe at 16 and 17 made me
want to see more.”
At 16, he went on a cruise on the
old Second World War troopship
SS Uganda. From Ceuta calling in
at Monrovia, Banjul, Dakar and Freetown
along with post grad assistants specialising in
African Studies and various disciplines giving
lectures on board and talking about the
continent off board. On that trip, the young
Barry Morgan met African students every time
he went to Port.
At 19, Morgan took to the road, travelling
overland through the Asian minor,
Afghanistan, Iran, the Indian subcontinent
and returning via Ethiopia, Sudan, and Egypt,
after which he went to study at SOAS.
He describes his work in OPEC in Vienna as “an
eight year stint, in their news agency and PR
department, writing the Secretary General's
speeches, etc , the first five years for the oil
ministers and the last three years for the OPEC
fund (i.e. finance ministers)”.
The so called stint has turned out to be the
second longest period he had spent in any
single institution. He was in Vienna when Erik
Means- who worked with him at Euroil -and
other Norwegian colleagues, decided to
establish Upstream. He left Vienna for Accra in
1996, to set up the West Africa office of
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Upstream. He has been there 20 years.
Upstream, through Morgan's work, has
helped explain Africa's oil industry more
thoroughly than most trade journals and
newsletters from anywhere pretending to do
the same.
An old CV of Morgan I dug up, obviously
several decades old, has him quoted as saying
he maintains “a professional interest in Law
and Development Issues”, Morgan says,
through active contact with the OPEC Fund,
SOAS and the Petroleum Law Education Trust,
the International Bar Association, the Royal
Institute for International Affairs, the Vienna
Institute for Development and the London
Institute for African Alternatives”.
For someone with a healthy scepticism about
how politicians and bureaucrats run global
affairs and a perspective honed from years of
engaging with the African continent, Morgan
is not in a haste to pass a judgement on
Africa's future. Nor is he in hurry to write that
book. “I am told I should, but I don't think the
world needs yet another naval searching of
and on Africa by some hack”.
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Owolabi Is the New Global Petroleum Woman

amilola Owolabi won the Global Women
Petroleum & Energy award at the Africa Oil
Week in Cape Town, South Africa in November
2016. She clinched the prize, according to Babette van
Gessel, chair of the Global Women Petroleum & Energy
Club, for sheer daring. Ms. Owolabi established
Dregwaters Petroleum &Logistics Limited, an oil and
gas servicing organisation, at the age of 23. The
company started out helping operators liaise with the
Department of Petroleum Resources, the country's oil
and gas regulatory agency, the Nigerian Maritime
Administration and Safety Agency (NIMASA) and the
Nigerian Navy, for timely procurement of licences,
permits and company registrations. Dregwaters has
since expanded into manpower labour supply to oil
and gas companies, long-term lease of marine
equipment and also clearing of petroleum products
into Nigeria. On the day of the award, she had less than
24 hours to turn 26.
The Global Women Petroleum Club was formed in
2001 “and first released , what at the time, was a
ground-breaking report on women in the industry”,
Van Gessel explained in her speech, which was her last
duty as chairman of GWP&EC. “At its inception we had
500 women listed on our database – today we have
over 6,500 worldwide”. Ms. Gayle Miekle, the new
GWP&EC Chairman, handed the award to Ms.
Owolabi. Below and on the right are pictures from the
event.

Gayle Miekle, Chairman Global Women
Petroleum & Energy Club, presents the award
to Owolabi

Nina Stafberg, CFO Sameera Amod, Manager, Project Controls and
Marina Madale Senior Manager, Public Affairs, all of Sasol Exploration
and Production International, congratulate Damilola Owolabi (second
from far right)

Dolamu Badejo, Dregwaters' Image consultant
and Adeboyejo Ogunjobi, flew in from Lagos to
witness the award.

Babette van Gessel, founder of the Global
Women Petroleum & Energy Club

Clay Neff Is Chevron's New Man In Africa

C

lay Neff, 54, Chairman and CEO of Chevron's upstream
operations in Nigeria and West Africa, has been elevated to the
position of the company's President of Africa and Latin
America.
He succeeds Ali Moshiri, who will retire from the company after 38
years of distinguished service, effective April 1, 2017, consistent with
the company's mandatory retirement policy.
Mr. Neff will oversee Chevron's exploration and production activities
in 15 countries across Africa and Latin America. In his new role, Neff
will report to Jay Johnson, Chevron's executive vice president,
Upstream.
"Clay's broad operating experience, particularly in Africa, makes him
highly qualified to lead these two key regions for our business," said
John Watson, Chevron's chairman and CEO. Neff received his
Bachelor's degree in Petroleum Engineering from Louisiana State

University in 1984 and joined Chevron the following year as a drilling
engineer. Since then, he has held numerous engineering, operations,
commercial and management
positions of increasing
responsibility in the United
States, Angola and Nigeria. Mr.
Neff is also the chairman of the
board of trustees for the
Foundation for Partnership
Initiatives in the Niger Delta
(PIND), chairman of the Oil
Producers Trade Section of the
Lagos Chamber of Commerce &
Industry, and a member of the
Society of Petroleum Engineers.

Charlotte Mokoena is Sasol's New Head of HR

C

harlotte Mokoena, former managing
executive of Global Services at Telkom
SA, and board member of Sasol Inzalo
Pty (Ltd) and Sasol Inzalo Public Funding, has
been appointed Executive Vice President for

18

Human Resources and Corporate
Affairs for Sasol Corporation,
effective 1 February 2017.
She is currently the Human
Resources Executive at Tongaat
Hulett Limited.
“In her distinguished career,
Charlotte has worked in both the
private and NGO sectors covering
the beverage, information and
c o m m u n i c a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y,
education and agricultural industries,” says
Stephen Cornell, Sasol joint President and
CEO.
Mokoena says of herself: “A Senior Human
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Resources Executive and change
management specialist, with deep and wide
Human Resource knowledge and experience,
spanning a total of 20 years”. She claims: “I
have managed and led Human Resources
department with over 700 staff for a company
of 25 000+ employees. I have deep expertise
in crafting strategies and implementing Talent
Management, Leadership Development,
Training and Development, Rewards and
Remuneration and C-suite succession
planning programmes and interventions”
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SDX Not Quite Ready To Walk The Talk

S

DX Energy says that the permitting process
has begun and a team has been engaged to
provide technical assistance on its well in
South Disouq, “with drilling set to commence by
early Q1 2017”.
But the company didn't disclose the availability of a
rig. The London listed minnow, which operates the
asset with 55% carried interest, says it has agreed
with its partner, IPR (who is funding the operations)
on the target and location for drilling the
ex p l o rat i o n we l l i d e nt i f i e d d u r i n g t h e

CHAD

R

interpretation of data.
The problem is, for a “permitting process” which
commenced in mid-November 2017, it will be a
stretch to expect drilling in “early” 1Q 2017, which
is less than four months in total.
Whether it makes the drilling by February 2017 or
not, SDX has projected clear excitement about the
geology. “Further interpretation of the data has
now indicated several Abu Madi and Kafr El Sheikh
prospects, displaying strong Class III amplitude
versus offset (AVO) responses. Testing of similar

responses in offset areas has resulted in numerous
discoveries at these stratigraphic levels. These
responses have allowed SDX to high grade several
prospects for drilling in the near term. These
positive AVO responses further de-risk the
prospectivity in the area, allowing SDX and its
partners to achieve the intended goal of the 3D
seismic acquisition programme”.

Dubai based Minnow Struggles To Fund First Well in Chad

egalis is still looking for funding to drill
“Serem-1” prospect in the Republic of
Chad, north of Nigeria.
The Dubai based minnow keeps saying
“Preparations are underway” for the past two
years, but it does not name any planned rig or
well service vendor it has engaged.
The company claims the well is targeting 107
MMbbls gross, arguing that competent
persons report by independent McDaniel
indicates high probability of success

Regalis claims it will spud this exploration “in
early 2017, including 7 day multirate,
multizone flow test (natural flow), followed by
second appraisal well in Q2 2017”.
It says it will then acquire 3D seismic “three
months after first discovery, followed by
processing and carry out three months of
interpretation. It then hopes to carry out
appraisal and development drilling from 2017
onwards. Regalis says it is going to produce to
oil to a 20,000 BOPD Early Production Facility

starting in Q3 2017 (trucking then pipeline to
Mangara for near term production export).
Central Production Facility (40,000bopd total)
to be commissioned in 2018/19.
All of these can only happen if a well heeled
company shows up to have a conversation
with Regalis and buys into the block
containing the asset. As that hadn't happened
as of mid December 2016, none of the
milestones listed above will be fulfilled.

Kosmos Chases the Oil Downslope in Next Exploration Phase
MAURITANIA/SENEGAL American minnow looks out for what Cairn Energy found in Senegal

K

osmos has made a string of gas discoveries
offshore Senegal-Mauritania. Now it is
hoping to find oil. The second phase of its
exploration campaign targets out-board basin
floor fan fairways in North and South Mauritania as
well as Northern Senegal.
After acquiring three dimensional (3) seismic data
in South and North Mauritania, the company
expects to drill a minimum of three exploration
wells starting 2017.
“The untested out – board basin floor fan fairways
offshore Mauritania and Senegal house very
significant hydrocarbon potential with giant /
super – giant leads / prospects currently being
matured for drilling”. The NYSE listed minnow says
that the gas pools discovered in its Tortue,
Marsouin and Terranga wells are in – board slope /
channel reservoirs in combination structural/
stratigraphic traps, charged vertically with lean,
highly mature, oil – cracked gas.
Now it wants to venture outboard of these (into
deeper waters), to pursue large, out –
board basin floor fan reservoirs trapped
primarily stratigraphically, potentially
charged vertically
with oil / liquids from mature Apto –
Barremian oil source rocks and laterally
from Albian and, or C-T source rocks. An
example of this is the Requin Tigre
Prospect (seismic line profile).
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ANGOLA RIG ACTIVITY OCTOBER 2016

Operator/RIG

RIG Owner

Current Location

Operation

Terrain

ExxonMobil
West Polaris

Seadrill

Block 15 Kizomba satellite Production/Development

Deepwater

West Eclipse

Seadrill

Block 15 Kizomba satellite Production Development

Deepwater

Deutag

KCA Deutag

KizombaB

Production/Development

Deepwater

Deutag

KCA Deutag

KizombaA

Production

Deepwater

Deutag

KCA Deutag

Benguela Belize

Completion

Deepwater

Skd Setia

SapuraKencana

Block 0

Completion

Shallow Water

Skyros

Ocean Rig

Block 32

Development

Deepwater

Ensco DS-8

Ensco

Block 17

Development

Deepwater

West Gemini

Seadrill

Block 17

Production

Poseidon

Ocean Rig

35/11

Development/exploration

Deepwater

Scaraboro 9

Saipem

Block 15/06

Drilling/Completion

Deepwater

Transocean

Block 31

Development

Deepwater

CHEVRON

TOTAL

ENI

BP
Discoverer Luanda

Total No of Active Rigs
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PAN OCEAN

SEPLAT

ADDAX
NPDC

TOTAL

AGIP

CHEVRON
SHELL

MOBIL

Transcorp &Partners
OPL 261
SacOil and Transcorp officials met in Cape Town in
early November 2016, discussing possible out of
court settlement. This regards the termination of
the Farm out and Participation agreement from the
asset. Transcorp had taken SacOil to court, praying
that the company and its partner EER are not
entitled to any refund or repayment, in particular
the $8.75Million(signature bonus) and $3.75Million
(initial fee). SacOil is of the opinion that litigation
leads to delays (See story on Page 26)

FOLAWIYO AND PARTNERS
OML 113-Aje Field
Aje Field produced around
6,000BOPD in October 2016
with Aje 4 alone. It is hoped
that production will
increase to 10,000BOPD
when Aje 5 comes on line

OPTIMUM/LEKOIL
OPL 310
Lekoil spud an appraisal
well on the Ogo
structure in the Oil
Prospecting Lease (OPL)
310 in 2017. The well
location is aided by the
recently interpreted
three dimensional (3D)
seismic data.
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NPDC/NDWestern
OML 34
Gross JV Production in October 2016
averaged 5,920BOPD (2,664BOPD net
to NDWestern). Crude oil production is
hampered by the shut in of the Trans
Forcados System (TFS), but these
figures refer to the condensate yield
from the gas output.
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OCTOBER 2016 UPDATE

NNPC/EROTON JV
OML 18
September 2016 production was 54,000BOPD
(24,300BOPD net to EROTON). The crude evacuation line,
Nembe Creek Trunk Line (NCTL) online all through
October 2016. An SPV composed of Midwestern O&G,
Sahara Energy and Suntrust, Eroton spent $1.18Billion to
purchase the block.

NNPC/AITEO JV
OML 29
October 2016-Gross production
averaged 96,000BOPD
(43,200BOPD net to AITEO). Aiteo
assumed full operatorship of the
asset in September 2015,
together with the Nembe Creek
Trunk Line (NCTL), by militant. The
line has been down three times in
2016, but was up all through
October 2016.

NPDC/FIRST HYDROCARBON NIGERIA
OML 26
Gross oil production in October 2016 was 733 BOPD
(330BOPD net to FHN). Whereas the field's evacuation
infrastructure-The TransForcados System - remained
shut, this much production came about because heavy
oil from OML 26's Ogini field was required for blending
with light condensates from the gas fields in order to
ensure a steady supply of gas to power stations. This
means the crude was evacuated into a standby facility
and delivered to fields like Utorogu and Oben.

NPDC/Shoreline Natural Resources
OML 30
Gross oil production in October 2016 was 1,707BOPD
(768BOPD net to Shoreline). This is a small increase from
the NIL Production of August. OML 30's evacuation
infrastructure-The TransForcados System came up briefly
in October 2016.

NPDC/SEPLAT
OMLs 4, 38 &41
October 2016-Gross production average was
16,223BOPD for these three acreages (about
7,300BOPD net to Seplat). The Trans Forcados line
was reopened briefly in October 2016.

NNPC/NEWCROSS JV
OML 24
The Newcross E&P operated
NNPC/Newcross JV averaged
20,000BOPD gross in October
2016. Equity to Newcross was
9,000BOPD.

NPDC/NECONDE JV
OML 42
The NPDC/NECONDE JV recorded about 8,135BOPD
gross production 3,661BOPD in October 2016. The
upsurge of crude oil output is a result of a brief return
of the Trans Forcados System. Neconde’s resort to
barging alternative has not worked.

EMERALD ENERGY/AMNI PETROLEUM
OML 141
Emerald Energy Resources returns to
drill a well in OML 141 after Nine years.
Noble Hill, an E&P project developer, is
the financier. Emerald has held the
1,376km2 OML 141 since 2000 when it
was awarded the lease, then designated
as OPL 229.

NPDC/ELCREST
OML 40
Gross oil production in
October 2016 was NIL.
The shutdown of the Trans
Forcados System(TFS), a
crude evacuation facility,
has impacted production
from this acreage.

NIGERIAN INDEPENDENTS: UPSTREAM ACTIVITY MAP
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NIGERIA RIG ACTIVITY AS OF OCTOBER 2016
Operator/RIG

RIG Owner

Current Location

Operation

Terrain

Depthwize

Ango-4

Drilling

Swamp

Pacific Drilling

Agbami

Has been released

Deepwater

Oando Energy Resources

Gbokoda-66H

Drilling

Swamp

Okan

Drilling

Shallow Water

CONOIL
Majestic
CHEVRON (STARDEEP) DW
Pacific Bora

CHEVRON NIG (SHELF)
OES Respect
Trident 8

Shelf Drilling

SEEPCO
Bogel Durga 1

British Oil&Gas Expl

Imo state

Cold Stack

Land

Bogel Durga 2

British Oil&Gas Expl

Okwuibome

Drilling

Land

Bigel Durga 3

British Oil&Gas Expl

Anieze

Drilling

Land

Bogel Durga 4

British Oil&Gas Expl

Undecided

About to Drill

Land

Bogel Durga 5

British Oil&Gas Expl

Okwuibome

Cold Stack

Land
Land

Bogel Durga 6

British Oil&Gas Expl

Okwuibome

Cold Stack

Bogel Durga 7

British Oil&Gas Expl

Okwuibome

Cold Stack

Land

Transocean

Bonga

Has been released

Deepwater

Seadrill

Erha-OML 133

Drilling

Deepwater

Standby with Exxon

Deepwater

SNEPCO
Sedco 702

EXXONMOBIL (ESSO EXP DW)
West Saturn
EXXONMOBIL (MOBIL PRODUCING)
Trident 14

Shelf Drilling

SPDC
Hilong - 19

Hilong Oil Service

Epu-3

Drilling

Land

Seadrill

Egina-OML 130

Drilling-Spudding another
well

Deepwater

Shelf Drilling

Ofon-41

Drilling

Offshore

Wellsmart Drilling Nigeria

Otakikpo-3

Has been released

Land

Funtay Global Resources

Cold Stack-Kwale Delta
state

Land

Henan/Tansaniola

Cold Stack-Akpos Jetty

Land

TOTAL (DEEPWATER)
West Jupiter
TOTAL (SHELF)
Baltic

GREEN ENERGY
Wellsmart 151
CHORUS
Tako-1 (Ideco H40 Rig 7)
DEL SIGMA
OMEGA
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NIGERIA Sonam Will Not Make Chevron More Active With The Drill Bit

C

hevron Nigeria will start a drilling
campaign in the Sonam gas
/condensate field, offshore Western
Niger Delta in January 2017. Three wells are
lined up for the first phase of the campaign, to
be followed by another set of four wells.
The Sonam field is under development and is
slated for commissioning in mid to late 2017,
with 200MMscf/d expected to be pumped
into the Nigerian domestic market
The Sonam drilling campaign is apart from the
36 well campaign that the company began in
2016 with a $1.2Billion from a consortium of
banks led by Standard Chartered.

Chevron will, however be drilling on the
Sonam field with Trident 8, which is the two
rigs in the existing campaign. In effect,
Chevron will be not be running more rigs that
it is currently onshore and shallow water.
Sonam campaign will not lift the overall rig
activity in the country.
Chevron is the first company to take
advantage of the end of Joint Venture cash
calls. Its 36 well drilling campaign, funded by
Bank loans, foreshadowed the new
partnership between the state hydrocarbon
company NNPC and its JV partners, including
TOTAL, Shell, Chevron, ENI (Nigerian Agip),

ExxonMobil and Pan Ocean in which the
outstanding debt of approximately $6Billion
owed these companies by NNPC will be paid
over the next five years and IOCs will now fund
the operations fully and recover whatever
debts NNPC owes going forward.
But don't expect the rig activity, which had
been reduced by failure of the cash call
arrangement, to resurrect so soon. It will take
several months. Resurgence in rig count in
Nigeria, on account of freedom from
government payables, will not happen until
2018.

SOUTH AFRICA TOTAL Returns to the “Cape of Storms” in late 2017

T

OTAL will return to drilling in the 'Cape Of Storms' in late
2017, a full year and several months after the original
planned date.
The French major halted drilling in Block 11B/12B in South
Africa's offshore Outeniqua Basin in November 2014 because of
mechanical problems on the rig, caused by the challenging
environment in the Agulhas, with its chaotic combination of
currents, waves and winds, which contrasts sharply with the
mild metocean conditions of the West African deepwater.
“There's only a small window in the year that we can drill in this
part of the continent”, a ranking TOTAL earth science executive
said on the side of the Africa Oil Week in Cape Town, South
Africa. “The place is quite turbulent.”
Asked to comment on TOTAL's programe for its South African
operations, Guy Maurice, the company's senior Vice President
E&P Africa responded in the negative: “No, I don't want to make
any declarations today”. It was he (Maurice) who announced a
halt to drilling of the Outeniqa well at the same conference in October
2014.
South Africa is not anywhere high on TOTAL's upstream ranking, at
least for 2017. Mr. Maurice's conference presentation included

GABON

activity in Angola, Nigeria, even Cote d'Ivoire. He gave a date for Final
Investment Decision on its planned field development in Uganda, but
South Africa was clearly missing.

3D BroadSeis™ survey in Gabon's South Basin Now Ready

C

GG says the final processed depth volumes (Kirchhoff and RTM
PreSDM) from the company's recent 3D BroadSeis™ multiclient survey in the Gabon South Basin are now available
for license.
As technical consultant to the Gabonese Republic's Ministry of
Petroleum and Hydrocarbons, CGG acquired the broadband
seismic survey of over 25,000 km2 to support Gabon's 11th
Licensing Round. The seismic survey is part of an integrated
geoscience programme that will also include reviewed, resolved
and interpreted well and geological data, in order to provide a
petroleum systems evaluation supported by regional
interpretations and reports.
Jean-Georges Malcor, CEO, CGG, said: “The Gabon deep
offshore is one of the last underexplored areas of the West
Africa Atlantic Margin. The final data sets we have just delivered
from our survey show a spectacular uplift in subsalt imaging. We
believe these images will revolutionize the industry's
understanding of deepwater Gabon and be a valuable resource

for clients to de-risk and unlock the potential of this promising
exploration arena.”

Gabon Seismic Line
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SacOil Struggles To Recover Its Money From Transcorp
South African minnow exits OPL 281, but faces challenge of recouping investment.

J
S

SE listed SacOil says its Board of directors
“continues to pursue the recovery of
$19.1Million (R277.4Million) as at 31

August 2016, owed to the Group by
Transcorp”, the Nigerian independent.
This recovery is pursuant to the termination of
the Group's participation in the Oil
Prospecting Lease (OPL) 281, in the est of
Nigeria's Niger Delta basin.
“Inherently litigation is a protracted process
which often leads to delays in the resolution of
outstanding matters”, the company says in a
November 30, 2016 report.
“Our legal counsel has estimated that the
matter will likely be resolved during the first
half of 2018. This delay has affected the
valuation of the receivable and a provision for

impairment of $3.31Million (R48.1Million)
has been recognised to take into account the
impact of the time value of money.
Transcorp had taken SacOil to a Nigerian High
court, praying that the company and its
partner EER are not entitled to any refund or
repayment, in particular the
$8.75Million(signature bonus) and
$3.75Million (initial fee).
SacOil and Transcorp officials met in Cape
Town in early November 2016, discussing
possible out of court settlement.

Swala Has Given Up On Pangani

wala Energy has requested to surrender
the Pagani Licence onshore Tanzania.
The company, licence operator with
25% equity, says that “technical studies
through 2012-2015 indicated that the licence

probably had no commercially viable
potential”.
Swala says that “Pangani is also the matter of a
legal action against a number of defendants
(including us) in Australia”.

Swala's request to exit the asset is currently
being reviewed by the Tanzania Petroleum
Development Company (TPDC).

Seplat No Longer Counts Production Equity From OML 55

S

eplat has stopped adding any crude oil
production from the Oil Mining Lease
(OML) 55 to its equity and gross
production in its reports.
The company is in the process of exiting the
asset, but while it continues to receive crude
oil from the block as part of debt payment by
operator Belemaoil, it will treat such payment
as “cash flow treatment than a production
equity treatment”, company officers say.
“85% of the crude will come to us until the
money is fully paid”.
The paymen is the implementation of an
agreement by Seplat and Belemaoil to a
discharge sum of $330Million to be paid by
Belemaoil to Seplat over a six-year period,
through allocation of crude oil reserves of
OML 55.

O

Furthermore, minority shareholders of
Belemaoil began to dispute Seplat's majority
shareholding.
With the Department of Petroleum
Resources-the regulatory agency-acting as
mediator, representatives of both Seplat and
Belemaoil agreed to a discharge sum of
$330Million to be paid to Seplat over a sixyear period, through allocation of crude oil
reserves of OML 55.
In turn, Seplat will no longer be a shareholder
in Belemaoil. The 40% operated interest in
OML 55 will be jointly controlled by Seplat and
BelemaOil over the period of this
arrangement through an Asset Management
Team comprising equal representatives of
both parties.

Schlumberger Returns to the Fortuna Project

il service giant, Schlumberger, has
returned indirectly as an investor in
the Fortuna Floating LNG project
offshore Equatorial Guinea.
The company, through a subsidiary, is a joint
venture partner in OneLNGSM, with which
operator Ophir Energy has signed a binding
Shareholders' Agreement, to develop the
2.2Million Tons Per Annum (MTPA) project,
located in Block R, offshore Equatorial Guinea
utilising Golar's FLNG technology.
OneLNGSM is a joint venture between
subsidiaries of Golar LNG Limited and
Schlumberger,
Recall that Schlumberger was in discussion to
be a 40% partner in the Fortuna project. The
company dramatically walked out an action
that increased the uncertainty of the project to
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How did this come about?
Seplat, in February 2015 announced it had
concluded negotiations to purchase 56.25% of
the share capital of BelemaOil Producing
Limited, a Nigerian special purpose vehicle
that had completed the acquisition of a 40% in
OML 55, from Chevron.
Seplat's effective working interest in OML 55
as a result of the acquisition was 22.5%, the
company noted. Seplat's effective working
interest in OML 55 as a result of the
acquisition is 22.5%, Seplat argued.
Having acquired the majority shares in
Belemaoil, Seplat reported it had effectively
and indirectly became the parent company of
Belemaoil. But Belemaoil insisted that Seplat
did not complete the payment of all the
purchase fees as agreed by both parties.

get to Financial Close.
All that was between late 2015 and early 2016.
Now OneLNG (where Schlumberger is a
shareholder) and Ophir will have 66.2% and
33.8% ownership of the JOC respectively (with
economic entitlements materially consistent
with the equity interest in the JOC1). The JOC
will facilitate the financing, construction,
development and operation of the integrated
Fortuna project and, from Final Investment
Decision (“FID”), will own Ophir's share of the
Block R licence and the Gandria FLNG vessel.
“This innovative structure aligns investment
across the value chain and provides a
framework to promptly deliver a fully financed
project.
FID is now expected to take place in 1H 2017
with first gas anticipated in 1H 2020. Initial
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offtake is expected to be 2.2-2.5 mtpa for a
duration of between 15 and 20 years which
will monetise around 2.6 Tcf of the discovered
resource.
The expected total capital expenditure for the
integrated project is approximately $2 billion
to reach first gas. Approximately $1.2 billion is
expected to be debt financed, with full
drawdown by the start of commercial
operations. Prior to FID, a decision will be
taken as to the final offtake pricing
mechanism. Shortlisted proposals from
potential offtakers will be evaluated on the
basis of value maximisation. At an assumed
FOB gas price of $6/mmbtu the JOC will
generate approximately $560 million in cash
flow (pre debt service) per annum.
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Black Rhino Denies Discussions To Buy Out Tullow from Ugandan Oil Pipeline

B

lack Rhino Group, the Mauritius
headquartered financier of African
infrastructure, has denied rumours it is talking
to Tullow to take over the latter's equity in the
Ugandan crude oil export pipeline.
“I can confirm that we have not had discussions with
nor been approached in regards to this project”,
Brian Herlihy, the group's founder and CEO,
responded in an email conrrespondence..
The rumours were swirling around on the sidelines of
the Africa Oil Week in Cape Town, in November 2016.
And the people talking about it were some of the
major players in the Ugandan E&P space, who also
had been taking to Black Rhino.
It made some sense if Tullow was actually trying to
sell its equity in the 1,443km, 24' crude oil pipeline
from Hoima in Uganda to the Tanzanian Indian Ocean
port town of Tanga. The London listed explorer is the
flagship operator in Uganda and Kenya and is the only one of the
companies operating in Uganda that owns oil fields –also about to be
developed- in Kenya.
So when the Ugandans decided they were not going ahead with plans
to run a joint crude oil export pipeline with Kenya, it was clear that

O

Tullow was the only company that will have to invest in two, expensive
crude oil pipelines.
“The two projects are good enough to pay themselves”, Tim O'Hanlon,
Tullow Oil's Vice President for Africa, told me at the conference after
his presentation. It was his way of responding to my question: Tullow
will be investing in these two pipelines?

Oando Sells Rig Company To Its Managers

ando Plc has
a g re e d to a
Management buy-out of Oando
Energy Services, the Plc's subsidiary
involved in rig contracting and oilfield
services.
In effect, the management of Oando Energy
Services are paying for 60% of the company,
with Oando Plc holding 40%. It is not clear, as
of the time of writing, how much the deal cost.
Oando Plc formally elected to become a pure
E&P company in December 2015, proposing
to sell significant equity in everything other
than the hydrocarbon acreages it holds.
It specifically requested Shareholders to
approve, on December 7, 2015, the sale of the
entire Oando Energy Services (OES) Limited, a
16 year old subsidiary which owns and

operates four swamp rigs, all of which are
currently without work. Oando claims that it
invested over $450Million in the acquisition
refurbishment and upgrade of these idle rigs,
including OES Passion, OESIntegrity, OES
Professionalism, OES Teamwork and OES
Respect. Also up for sale were the oil service
segments of OESL, which include Drilling and
Completion Fluids Services as well as Drill Bits
and Engineering Services.
OESL is the last of the non-acreage holding,
non E&P licenced subsidiaries that Oando has
sold. Oando Plc sold 51% of the voting rights
and 60% of the economic rights of its filling
station and petroleum products business to
trading house Vitol and Helios Investment
Partners for $276MM in 2015. In September

2016, it agreed to sell 49 per cent equity stake
in its midstream subsidiary, Oando Gas and
Power (OGP) Limited to a new major investor
for $115.8Million to a Special Purpose Vehicle
(SPV) owned by Helios Investment Partners
LLP (Helios). Much earlier, Oando sold out of
the 10 Megawatt (MW) Alausa Power Limited
(ALPL), the conception of a Power Purchasing
Agreement between the company and the
government of Lagos State, Nigeria's
economic powerhouse. The company s also
sold its share of Akute Power Limited, a
project company set up to develop and
operate a 12.15MWIndependent Power Plant
(4Nos. 3MW gas-fuelled engines) for Lagos
Water Corporation.

NPDC Loosens Its Grip on Operatorship in Western Niger Delta

N

PDC, the operating subsidiary of the
Nigerian state hydrocarbon company
NNPC, has given up technical
operatorship of the Oil Mining Lease (OML) 30
to a company named Heritage Energy
Services, a creation of Shoreline Natural
Resources, its Joint Venture partner and
minority (45%) holder of the licence. The
company has also agreed to asset
management team AMT relationships with
Neconde on OML 42, NDwestern on OML 34
and First Hydrocarbon Nigeria (FHN) on OML
26.
Shoreline's Qatari partners Al Mirqab, had
moved to influence NPDC's surrender of
operatorship of OML 30 by talking to
President Muhammadu Buhari. The request
to Buhari to lean on NPDC to give up OML 30

operatorship reportedly came on the side of
the President's meeting with Qatar leaders,
during which the latter approved the
possibility of investing $6Billion in Nigerian
infrastructure. After the deal was discussed,
the Qataris complained to Buhari that they
had an investment in Nigeria which was
chronically underperforming on account of
the Nigerian state hydrocarbon company
insisting on operating the asset. This property,
they told Buhari, was OML 30. On his return
back in the country, President Buhari
reportedly told the Minister of State for
Petroleum to prevail on NPDC to give up the
operatorship.
For NPDC, the loss of operatorship in OML 30
and the AMT agreements in the three other
leases represent a steep change. The AMT
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agreement means that these companies take
the lead in running the assets, but NPDC
remain the nameplate operator. These assets,
all located in the western part of Nigeria's
Niger Delta basin, were formerly operated by
Shell, who then sold its shares to these
independents, but NPDC took over the
operatorship and the complaints, over the
past four years, had been that the state
company had not run them efficiently. The
AMT agreements are the meeting point of
what had been sometimes very adversarial
arguments. Neconde in particular, had
insisted on full operatorship, but it agreed in
the end to AMT in the end.
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South Africa Amends Controversial “20% State Carry” in New Petroleum Law
Black Empowerment shareholding goes up from 6% to 10%

T

he 20% interest to the State in all new
exploration and production rights in
South Africa remains in the new
Minerals and Petroleum Resources and
Development Amendment Bill (MPRDA Bill),
passed by the South African National Assembly
on November 8, 2016.
But it is no longer a free carried interest as
provision is now to be made for a cost recovery
mechanism for that carried interest during the
production stage.
The National Assembly has forwarded the law
to the National Council of Provinces (NCOP)
and provincial briefings, followed by public
hearings, to be organised by all nine provincial
legislatures in 2017.
The South African law firm, Cliffe Dekker
Hoffmeyr CDH quotes the Department of
Mineral Resources DMR as saying that some of
the additional proposals “were the result of
comprehensive engagement with the
upstream petroleum industry to find a win-win
solution for the sector, taking into account its

frontier nature in the development of
petroleum resources”.
CDH has summarised some of the key
proposals in the newly passed bill, as presented
by the Department of Mineral Resources
(DMR) to the NCOP Select Committee on Land
and Mineral Resources:
?
A proposed amendment of the definition
of “effective date” so as to give effect to
the Mawetse judgment.
?
A technical amendment to s9 so as to
clarify the dual application system
whereby the Minister is empowered to
invite applications for a defined period
through a Gazette on unknown areas and
provision is made for an open application
process on a “first come, first served”
basis.
?
A proposal that the amendments in the
Bill relating to the replacement of the
designated agency (Petroleum Agency of
SA) with regional manager be omitted.
?
Section 86A of the Bill had been reworked

pursuant to comprehensive engagement
with the upstream petroleum sector to
provide for:
?
A 20% state carried interest with a cost
recovery mechanism of the carried
interest during the production stage.
?
A downward adjustment at production
stage in consultation with the Minister of
Finance.
?
A 10% BEE shareholding (up from 6%
according to the DMR).
?
Certainty of project terms by providing for
the determination of terms for both
exploration and production rights for the
duration of the right.
?
Renegotiation of terms when renewing a
production right.
?
Relinquishment of contiguous portions of
exploration areas at the renewal stage.
?
Ministerial powers to develop a
petroleum charter which would make
provision for transformation in the oil and
gas sector.

SacOil Is Out of
the Mozambique Pipeline Deal
in Equatorial Guinea. Its other assets are in the December 2016) prequalified 14 companies

S

acOil has walked out of the proposed $6
Billion, 2,600km-long, large-diameter
pipeline to transport natural gas from the
Rovuma basin off Mozambique to Gauteng in
South Africa.
The agreement, which was lavishly promoted
in the media in early 2016, included the
possible construction of a gas processing
fa c i l i t y n e a r t h e Ro v u m a b a s i n , i n
Mozambique.
It principally involved the China Petroleum
Pipeline Bureau (CPPB), the Mozambican state
hydrocarbon firm ENH, and Profin Consulting, a
private-sector consortium in the country. It
could have been SacOil's major leap into the
midstream segment of the hydrocarbon value
chain. The company is an oil producer in Egypt
and a trader of Nigerian crude oil and it is trying
to be involved in an oil products logsitics base

upstream exploration in the Democratic
Republic of Congo and Malawi.
“We are no longer in that pipeline deal for
now”, ranking SacOil officials told Africa
Oil+Gas Report.
They didn't give specific details for exiting such
an ambitious project and after so much media
hype, but it was clear in our chat that SacOil
was unhappy with, what it sees as too many
Mozambican players, of varying quality of
corporate governance, suddenly wanting to be
part of the party.
SacOil's exit also took away a possible key
financier in the deal; the South African Public
Investment Corporation, one of the largest
investment vehicles on the continent.
It so happens that the Mozambican
government has only recently (November-

and consortia to set up projects to run on
natural gas from the Ruvuma Basin. Those
projects include Fertiliser and electricity
projects and would certainly require gas
processing..
Thabo Kgogo, the company's Chief Executive
since mid-2014, is aggressively leading a
diversification of SacOil's portfolio from
Upstream. “We believe that, if we are only an
upstream producer solely focused on oil, the
success of the business will depend heavily on
the oil price”, the South African business news
website, Engineering News reports him as
saying. “To avoid this, we had to derisk our
portfolio and consider . . . gas projects, which
are generally not affected by the oil price,
affording us the opportunity to negotiate a
fixed price over 20 years.”

SAPETRO Joins the Northwest African Rush

N

Likely to fund part of drilling Fatala-1 well, for which the rig Pacific Bora, has been engaged

igerian independent SAPETRO has
effectively joined the rush for taking
positions in the Northwest African

margin.
The company has signed a Letter of Intent (LOI)
with Hyperdynamics Corporation to negotiate
the assignment of a participating interest in the
latter's operated block off the Republic of
Guinea. The non-binding LOI calls for SAPETRO
to take a 20% participating interest in exchange
for paying 40% of the costs of the upcoming
Fatala well up to a $50Million cap of predicted
total well costs. Above that amount, SAPETRO
would pay its proportional 20% share.
The Republic of Guinea is part of the
Northwest African margin which also hosts
Senegal, Mauritania and Morocco. The
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deepwater oil discoveries by Cairn Energy off
Senegal and their successful appraisals in the
last 20 months have spurred renewed interest
in this region. Woodside Energy, the Australian
independent is paying $350Million to buy out
ConocoPhillips from the Rufisque Offshore,
Sangomar Offshore and Sangomar Deep
Offshore, the three exploration blocks in which
Cairn found oil.
Hyperdynamics had, in November 2016, signed
a definitive drilling services contract with a
subsidiary of Pacific Drilling SA to engage the
Pacific Bora drillship to begin a drilling
campaign offshore the Republic of Guinea in
the second calendar quarter of 2017.
The company said it also achieved several other
crucial milestones that will enable us to begin
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drilling the Fatala-1 prospect before mid-2017.
"Long-lead time equipment and materials that
are being turned over to Hyperdynamics by
former operator Tullow Oil” were inspected at
a storage yard in Ghana before shipment to
Guinea.
Based in Lagos, Nigeria, SAPETRO is well
heeled. It holds a 15% interest in the prolific
OML 130 license offshore operated by TOTAL.
The block contains two fields containing each in
excess of 550Million barrels of oil, with the
Akpo field reaching peak production of
197,000 barrels of oil per day in 2010 and the
Egina field planned to come on stream in the
second quarter of 2018 reaching a peak
production rate of 200,000 barrels of oil per
day by the end of 2018.
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SEISMIC & DRILLING IN 2017

Look East For A Robust Rig Activity

T

he East and Northwest Africa will play
host to more exploratory drilling than
any other part of the continent in 2017.
Tullow's campaign in the north of the South
Lockichar Basin, onshore Kenya, had only
commenced in the second week of December
2016, which is several weeks later than earlier
scheduled. The company plans four wells
which may increase to eight. The first two
probes-Etete and Erut prospects- are new
field wildcats aiming to test the northern flank
of this North Kenyan basin. They'd be followed
by two more wells and there's potential to
extend this by a further four wells. This means
that the campaign, onshore Blocks 10BB and
13T, will continue well until February 2017.
Potential prospects in the programme include
further appraisal of the Ngamia and Amosing
fields to target un-drilled flanks, with an aim of
extending the size of these existing
discoveries.
Aminex will be drilling ahead in Ntorya-1 in
Tanzania's Rovuma Basin in January 2017. The
well was about to spud as we were going to
the press in mid-December 2016. And there
were plans for a follow up well, Ntorya-3, but
this wasn't confirmed.
Swala Energy has pushed forward the drilling
of its first well on the Kilosa-Kilombero licence
into 2017, citing “permitting delays”. Still, a
deep distrust between Swala and its partners
Otto Energy and Tata Petrodyne, may result in
the well not being drilled. “There remains a
risk to the Joint Venture due to the lack of
commitment shown by Otto and Tata to its
success”, Swala has noted in a recent report.
There is no evidence that rig services are being
contracted and the Tanzanian authorities
would need to extend the licence for any
drilling to happen in 2017. Swala itself notes:
As a result of this partner risk, there is a
question as to whether TPDC will extend the
licence to all, some or none of the current
participants.
A 13 well drilling campaign –this time for
production purposes-is ongoing
southeastwards in Mozambique, where Sasol
is delineating and developing the Temane G8,

Te m a n e E a s t ,
Inhassoro G6 and
Inhassoro G10
reservoirs, all part of
a PSA (Production
Sharing Agreement )
development; an
integrated oil,
Liquefied Petroleum
Gas (LPG) and gas
project. Three of the
wells had been
completed by midNtorya-2 drilling ahead onshore Tanzania
December 2016; it
Mauritania, as well as minimum of three
has taken seven months to complete three exploration wells starting 2017
wells, which suggests that the drilling Cairn has talked of drilling one or two wells to
campaign will continue throughout 2017, validate its successful run in Senegal, where
perhaps into 2018. The oil and LPG production four wells were completed in 2015 / 2016.
facilities will be installed close to the existing W i t h S A P E T R O ' s f u n d i n g s u p p o r t ,
Central Processing Facility (CPF). A fifth gas Hyperdynamics will finally drill the Fatala-1
processing train will be installed at the CPF to well offshore Republic of Guinea. It's a well
process the additional gas. This is significant worth paying attention to.
investment, which has an invoice totalling In WEST AFRICA, Kosmos looks to acquiring its
about $1.4Billion.
largest ever 3D seismic survey in 1Q 2017,
Still in onshore Mozambique, Wentworth offshore Sao Tome et Principe. It's a total of
plans on acquiring 500km of new two 25,000 km2 of data, “equivalent in size to
dimensional (2D) seismic data, on the Tembo ~1,110 Gulf of Mexico blocks”, the company
Block in 2017. Following the discovery of small says. The coverage area is a play extension of
oil and gas accumulations in Tembo 1, the proven Rio Muni oil province offshore
company's 2016 work programme focused on Equatorial Guinea. Kosmos plans to drill one
processing of approximately 1,000km of to two wells on the basis of the 3D
existing seismic data, to highgrade the block. interpretation, but this (the drilling that is) is
The planned new shoot is meant to unlikely to happen before 2018.
complement the processed data and There will be increased drilling activity in this
hopefully instruct the drilling of another well.
subregion, the heartland of oil production on
NORTHWEST AFRICA IS STILL LARGELY the continent, than it was in 2016, but much of
VIRGIN TERRITORY that needs to be tested it will be development and production related
with exploration wells.
drilling.
In Senegal and Mauritania, Kosmos will start In Ghana, ENI and Tullow have wells to drill on
the second phase of its exploration the Sankofa Gye Nyame project (for ENI) and
programme in 2017, focusing on significant the TEN cluster (for Tullow) respectively. ENI
additional prospectivity for liquids outboard will continue drilling what remains of the 19
of existing slope/channel discoveries. The scheduled wells for the Sankofa Gye Nyame oil
company says that analysis of liquids and and gas project. The crude oil part of Sankofa
cores (in the wells it already drilled, as well as Gye Nyame calls for 14 subsea wells (8 oil
in offset data) provides compelling evidence producers of which 2 re-entry, 3 water
of three oil-prone source rocks. It plans three injectors and 3 gas injectors) to be drilled. The
dimensional (3D) seismic in South and North gas utilisation part of the project anticipates
five non-associated gas wells. Six of the oil
producers have been drilled. 2017 will witness
the spud of several of the rest. The estimated
peak oil production will be 45,000 barrels per
day (BOPD). Gas production is expected to
peak at 180MMscf/d.
Tullow will not be as active with the drill bit, in
Ghana, as ENI. The London listed explorer still
has to drill 14 wells out of the proposed 24 on
the TEN field. But it can only do so after the
ruling of the International Tribunal for the Law
of the Sea (ITLOS)-which is arbitrating a
maritime dispute between Ghana and Cote
d'Ivoire-scheduled for late 2017.
Neither Hess, nor ERIN Energy nor Amni, all of
continued on page 32
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Project Sanctions, Financial Close In 2017

NGOLA has four projects that may or
may not make Final Investment
Decision in 2017.
The first of them is Cameia, an oilfield located
in ultradeepwater Block 21.
As far back as 2014, Houston based Cobalt
Energy desperately wanted the state
hydrocarbon company, Sonangol, to approve
a plan of development for the Cameia field.
The company argued that Cameia, the flagship
commercial discovery in the country's
otherwise lack lustre Pre Salt Kwanza Basin,
can deliver 80,000BOPD at peak. But the state
hydrocarbon company demurred and before
anyone knew, low crude oil price regime
kicked in and the project could not fly as much
as it could have earlier.
Sonangol was reported to have agreed to
purchase Cobalt's equity in Blocks 20 and 21
and later reversed the plan.
The US major, Chevron, too, has two projects
in hand that may or may not take Final

Investment Decision in 2017. They include the
Negage and Lucapa, both oilfields in the
company's deepwater block 14, capable of
peak production of 75,000BOPD and
100,000BOPD respectively. They are both
located near the Lianzi Field on the border
with Congo Brazzaville.
A third Chevron operated asset which could
progress in 2017 is the Malange field, with
considerable Non Assocated gas which, when
produced, can supply “a significant amount of
natural gas to Angolan LNG”, according to the
Energy Information Administration.
In EGYPT, the Italian major ENI says it will be
taking final investment decision on the Baltim
South West field, in late 2017. Production
start-up is expected by second half of 2018.
The Baltim South West field was only
discovered in July 2016 and appraised with
Baltim South West 2 in September of the same
year. The discovery proved the extension to
the North of the Nooros play and ENI says that
the area is now regarded as “Great Nooros
Area”. Some 1 Tcf of Gas In Place (GIIP) is to be
developed with a new offshore platform with

6-8 producers. ENI has
built 100kms of new
pipeline to connect the
Abu Madi Gas Plant to
El Gamil to utilise plant
spare capacity.
I n E Q U AT O R I A L
GUINEA, Ophir Energy
is now on course to
take Financial
Investment Decision
on the Fortuna
Floating LNG Project in
1H 2017, with first gas
anticipated in 1H 2020.
Initial offtake is
expected to be 2.22.5MMTPA for a duration of between 15 and
20 years which will monetise around 2.6 Tcf of
the discovered resource.
UGANDA's Albertine Basin oil development
is set to receive project sanction by the end of
2017, according to TOTAL. Its partner Tullow
says that is likely to be early 2018. Some 300500 wells are expected to be drilled in
In GHANA, the Greater Jubilee Full Field
Development (GJFFD) plan is expected to be
approved by the Government in mid-2017.
That will lead to Financial Sanction for the
project. The plan was submitted to
Government of Ghana in Dec 2015, “with
development redesigned for current
environment”, Tullow Oil explains. The plan
“extends production plateau and increases
reserves”. The company thinks that the
prevailing external market has increased the
flexibility on investment timing.
The Nigerian independent, Seplat, expects to
take Financial Investment Decision on the
Midstream segment of the Assa North-Ohaji
South (ANOS) Project by 2Q 2017. The two

fields involved, Shell's Assa North in Oil Mining
Lease (OML) 21 and Seplat's Ohaji South in
OML 53, are straddling pools, located in the
east of NIGERIA
ENI has slightly pushed FID for the Coral South
development in MOZAMBIQUE to 1Q 2017.
The original plan was 4Q 2016. The project
envisages the initial exploitation of the gas
reserves of the Coral South reservoir by means
of a moored FLNG Unit, comprising gas
treatment, liquefaction, storage and
offloading facilities. Development involves six
(6) subsea gas production wells, subsea
production systems, umbilical, risers and
flowlines. Sale and purchase agreement for
the entire gas was signed with BP in October
2016. Coral South development will deliver
3.3 MT of yearly LNG production.

WILL THIS PROSPECT DRILLED?

Kilosa_Kilombero structure in Tanzania
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2017: FIRST OIL, FIRST GAS, PROJECT RAMP UP

2017: First Oil, First Gas, Project Ramp Up

A

NGOLA: The FPSO Armada
Olombendo sailed away from
Singapore in October 2016. Its
destination is the cluster of fields known as
the East Hub, in the deepwater Angolan Block
15/06. The facility will be delivering around
50,000BOPD on commissioning in second
quarter of 2017. This ENI operated project will
boost the output volume in Block 15/06 to
120,000BOPD. East Hub partners include.
Elsewhere on the Angolan waters, TOTAL
operated Kaombo cluster of fields will start
production sometime in the second half of
2017, utilising the first of two FPSOs provided
for the project. Kaombo is expected to
produce 230,000BOPD at peak.
ALGERIA's Reganne Nord Project is expected
to start production three years behind
schedule in 2017. The work is being
implemented by Groupement Reggane
partners, comprised of Repsol (29.25%) (the
operator), DEA (19.5%), Sonatrach (40%) and
Edison (11.25%). Costing around $3Billion,
Reganne has the capacity to deliver
280MMscf/d.
The Timimoun Gas Project, owned by
Groupement Timimoun (GTIM), also expects
to come online in 2017. GTIM is a joint venture
between Algeria's state-owned oil company
Sonatrach, French company TOTAL and
Spanish company Compañía Española de
Petróleos (Cepsa). Sonatrach holds 51%
interest in the project, while Total and Cepsa
hold 37.75% and 11.25% respectively.
In CONGO Brazzaville, TOTAL operated Moho
Nord project is starting up Q1 2017. Peak
production, by 2018 will be
around100,000BOPD. Development drilling
started October 2016. The tension leg
platform (TLP) is on location in Congo. It will be
paired with a floating production unit (FPU)

supplied by a subsea production system. The
FPU arrival on location is imminent.
EGYPT: the Nooros field is anticipated to ramp
up to peak production of …in the first quarter
of 2017. Projected volume is 880MMscf/d, up
from 700MMscf/d as of October 2016. Nooros
is the largest gas field producing in Egypt
today.
In the deepwaters of the Mediterranean, the
giant Zohr field is expected to deliver first gas
at the close of 2017.
So will the first phase of the West Nile Delta
project, which is being superintended by the
British major BP. It will
Dana Gas' 12MMscf/d expansion plans at El
Wastani processing plant is scheduled to start
incrementally from early 2017.
GHANA: The Sankofa complex oil and gas
project is on course for start-up in the second
quarter of 2017.
KENYA's Tullow Oil operated Early Oil Pilot
Scheme is on course to deliver first oil by June
2017, according to Martin Heya, the country's
commissioner for petroleum. Crude oil will be
loaded into insulated ISO tanks (Tanktainers)
at Lokichar by June 2017 (Starting with
2,000BOPD and increasing progressively to
4,000BOPD and 10,000BOPD). The
Tanktainers will be trucked from Lokichar to
Eldoret and to Mombasa via Road. The
Government is upgrading the road from
Lokichar to Kitale.
NIGERIA: Chevron is looking forward to
commissioning the shallow water Sonam
Field Development Project, of which
construction of offshore facilities is ongoing,
and first production is expected in 2017.
Sonam is designed to use the Escravos Gas
Project EGP facilities to deliver 215 million
cubic feet of natural gas per day to the
domestic gas market and produce a total of

30,000 barrels of liquids per day.
TWO OTHER PROJECTS IN NIGERIA, which
could have reached commission stage in 2017
but have suffered delays, ranging from
bureaucratic bottleneck to security
challenges, are Southern Swamp Associated
Gas Solutions (SSAGS) and the Trans Niger
Pipeline Loopline, both operated by Shell.
The SSAGS includes 16 fields, of which 12 are
currently producing. The fields lie in the
coastal swamp area, 65 km south of Warri,
with 100 oil wells and flow lines currently
producing through four flow stations
(Benisede, Opukushi, Ogbotobo and Tunu). A
new field logistics base at Tunu is close to
completion. Oil is transported via the Trans
Ramos pipeline to the Forcados
terminal.Under the SSAGS project, gas will be
exported to Escravos Lagos Pipeline System
(ELPS) via the existing pipelines and a new
pipeline that will be installed. Contracts for
production facilities and gathering pipelines
were awarded to Saipem Contracting Nigeria
Ltd and to Daewoo Nigeria Ltd.
The Trans Niger Pipeline (TNP) transports
around 180,000 barrels of crude oil per day to
the Bonny Export Terminal and is part of the
gas liquids evacuation infrastructure. The
loopline project creates an alternative route
to avoid sabotage, bypassing an area where
theft and illegal refining have been common.
In addition, the project will install monitoring
systems to detect any intrusion or leak. The
pipeline will not be completely covered to
allow security patrol boats to quickly access all
pipeline sections.
Shell could not say for certain if these two
projects would come online in 2017.

drilling will be in field development. BP is
looking to drill nine wells to monetise the gas
in the Giza/Fayoum/Raven cluster in its West
Nile Delta project in the year.
THE BID ROUND MARKET IN 2017 will feature
Somalia, a largely under explored country,
which plans to open its first offshore
exploration license round in 1Q 2017, with the
data room crammed with new seismic data
acquired between 2014 and 2015. Spectrum
Geophysical, which acquired and is promoting
the sale of the multi-client seismic data, claims
that Somalian waters has huge pools of oil
underneath it. “ as the primary hydrocarbon
phase offshore Somalia is supported by
observation on satellite data of clusters of
repeating natural oil slicks on the ocean
surface”, the company argues.
Closing date for the submission of bids for the

on-going Congo Brazzaville licencing round is
January 31, 2017. The areas under licencing
include offshore blocks in the deep and ultradeep-water as well as onshore blocks in the
interior Cuvette Basin. The authorities will
announce the bid round results at the end of
March 2017.
Afterwards, the country will launch another
bid round, this time for shallow water assets,
from 2017 to 2018. Jean-Marc Thystere
Tchicaya, Congo Brazzaville's minister of
hydrocarbons, declares that there are over
2,200 km² open acreage “on trend” in the
areas covered by this round. “PGS will acquire
new multi-client data, focussed on pre-salt
imaging, to be available” ahead of this 20172018 shallow water License Round.

continued from page 30

whom are operators, will have any rig activity
in 2017. ERIN has made the case that it cannot
drill a well as long as the ITLOS hearing has not
been concluded.
Nigeria is expected to experience a higher rig
activity in 2017 than it did in 2016. Don't
expect activity from Shell, ExxonMobil and ENI
(Nigerian Agip). Companies that will be busy
with the drill bit include Chevron, TOTAL,
Addax, as well as a couple of Nigerian
minnows. Their combined activity should lift
the rig count from the current 10 to around 15
(See pages 21&22).
In the Maghreb, Egypt will be an active site of
drilling activity in 2017. Some of the
companies who were awarded new blocks in
2014 will be drilling exploratory wells. Dana
Gas plans to drill four ( 4 ) such wells in its
100% held Block 1, in 2017. But most of the
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Isa Razaq, CEO, Waltermth

N

Ibigwe: four well campaign on course...

igerian independent, Waltersmith
Petroman, is attempting a leap out of
the dark abyss of low crude prices, the
suffocating cage of a small operator and the
inclement climate of E&P investment in Nigeria.
The company is hoping to construct its way out
of these extant challenges with a crude oil
refinery and a gas to power plant.
The combination of these two projects, costing
at least $450Million in total, should be an
extremely tall order for a company that can best
be ranked somewhere between a low and mid
cap oil and gas firm.
But Waltersmith has reached financial close on
the first phase of the refinery with 5,000BOPD
capacity. It is also on course to getting funding
for the power plant, a facility with 300MW
capacity.
Waltersmith Petroman is the operator of Ibigwe
field, a 7,000BOPD capacity marginal field in
Eastern Nigeria, in which it holds 70% equity.
It also holds roughly 4% of the Oil Mining
Lease(OML) 34 in mid-western Nigeria, which
produces about 16,000BOPD and 300MMcf/d
of gas when the times are good.
But the times have hardly been good for these
Nigerian assets in the past two years.
Production from the Ibigwe field has been
halted several times in the last 12 months, as a
result of the wave of attacks on the Trans Niger
pipeline (TNP), through which the company
transports the Ibigwe crude to the Shell
operated Bonny Terminal. Crude oil evacuation
from OML 34 has suffered a similar fate, with
the Trans Forcados System, the evacuation
infrastructure, having been down for 10 out of
the last 12 months.
Waltersmith considers it especially painful that
the latest bombing of the TNP came
immediately after its completion of a four well
drilling and workover campaign, aimed at
increasing Ibigwe field output from 4,000BOPD
to 7,000BOPD.
“I owe crude oil to Shell from overlift and also
owe contractors from the drilling campaign”, Isa
Razaq, Waltersmith's executive chairman
lamented to me one afternoon in October 2016.
“They are on my neck. We need cash flow to
operate too”.
But as he moaned, Isa and Danjuma Saleh, his
key partner and the company's vice Chairman,
were looking for ways out of the depressing

project, which has been on the drawing board
for about a decade and was part of a queue of
Power Plants that were meant to be
constructed by Oil Majors in Nigeria between
2003 and 2007.
“We haven't progressed the discussions on
Obite beyond preliminary stages and I can't tell
you for sure that we are doing it”, says Isa.
He betrays no anxieties about the commercial
success of the refinery. “We have run the
economics over and over again. The market is
ready for it”.
A 300MW power plant is economically riskier
than a small refinery, as there are challenges of
payment by Distribution companies, the main
offtakers, who are still finding it difficult to get a
grip on the Nigerian electricity supply market.
But Isa is even far more enthusiastic about the
power plant. “We have taen a long term view of
Nigeria seeing the current huge infrastructure
deficit and the 180Million consumers as an

state of affairs.
The inability to have unimpeded export of crude
oil from the Ibigwe field provided the impetus
for the refinery construction. And it was in the
process of planning the refinery construction
that the idea for a power plant took root.
The year 2016 has thus been a mixture of
apprehension and achievement.
Waltersmith bid for and won a licence to the
Turaco Block, in effect, to explore and
The Work is Cut Out
produce crude oil in Uganda, one of a handful
of Nigerian indigenous companies to seek
?
July 15, 2016: Waltersmith completes four well drilling
and workover campaign to increase Ibigwe crude oil
opportunities outside of its home country.
production from 4,000BOPD to 7,000BOPD.
In early December 2016, it reached financial
?
August 1, 2016: Waltersmith becomes one of the four
close with African Finance Corporation (AFC)
bidders selected in the Ugandan 2015/2016 bid round
and signed a contract for a 5,000BOPD, crude
awards. Currently negotiating Production Sharing
oil-into-diesel- refinery. The construction, by
Agreement with the government. Reasonable to expect
the American contractor V-Fuels, is the first
an aggressive work programme on this asset between
of a two phase and should be completed by
2017/2018. The Turaco* block has hosted crude oil
discovery and well tests(Heritage, 2003-2006), but
June 2018. Waltersmith expects to increase
carbon dioxide infiltration forced the British operator
the input capacity of the refinery to
out of the asset.
50,000BOPD in the second phase of the
?
December 1, 2016: Financial close on the first phase of
project, which it expects to come on stream
the refinery (processing crude to diesel) with 5,000BOPD
by November 2019. AFC will provide 70% of
capacity.
the $50Million required for the first phase,
?
April 2017: Financial Close anticipated for the 300MW
while Waltersmith will fund the remaining
Gasfired Power Plant
30%.
?
June 2018-Commissioning of the first phase
(5,000BOPD, crude oil to diesel) Refinery
The first phase refinery project will output
?
November 2019-Commissioning of second phase
only diesel, but the enlarged (second phase),
(between 30,000 and 50,000BOPD crude oil to jet fuel,
facility will deliver more petroleum products,
diesel and gasoline) refinery.
including gasoline.
?
March 2020-Commissioning of the 300MW gasfired
Now that the refinery has been sorted,
power plant.
Waltersmith is focused on getting on with the
*Turaco work programme is precedent on the certainty of
$400Million 300MW gasfired power plant.
construction of the crude oil pipeline from Uganda to Tanzania
“We are still at project development statge of
the power plant facility; discussing gas
supply feasibility study, EPC study, finance
investment opportunity”, Isa explains. “Our
with GE and about to start negotiating power strategy is to have a bankable project by mid
offtake with (Nigerian Bulk Electricity Trading) 2017 and financial close by the end of 2017. The
NBET and processing the power licence with the current issues in the sace will have to be
Nigerian Electricity Regulatory Commission resolved before 2019 and our project should
(NERC).”
come on stream by 2019. We continue to see
Waltersmith says it is in discussion to source increased apetite for the roject from potential
60MMscf/d of gas for the project from the Assa investors”.
North-Ohaji South (ANOS) operated by Seplat. Waltersmith will have its hands full in 2017. It
“They (Seplat) told us they will commission the will be implementing a work programme on its
ANOS project by 2019”, Isa explains. “We think Turaco block in Uganda, constructing the first
they will keep their promise”.
phase of the crude oil refinery in Nigeria and
Waltersmith is also in talks with TOTAL over the seeking financial close for the 300MW power
latter's long proposed 400MW Gasfired Plant in plant. Crucially, the company will also be taking
Obite in OML 58. The idea is for Waltersmith to care of its base business; the Ibigwe field.
take over the Obite Gasfired power plant
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G

Ghana's Gas Production to reach 350MMscf/d by 2019

hana's Ministry of Petroleum expects
“gas volumes from indigenous fields
will reach 350 Million Standard Cubic
Feet per Day (MMscf/d) by 2019”. This includes
gas volumes from the Jubilee field, the TEN
Custer and the Sankofa -GyeNyame twin fields.
The molecules will “be enough to generate
over 2,000MW of power”, according to
Emmanuel Kofi Armah-Buah, the Minister of
Petroleum. The country's only Gas Processing
Plant, which has a capacity of 150 MMscf/d, is
currently supplying about 80 MMscf/d of gas
for power generation. This is coming from
Jubilee alone. TEN will be introduced in 2017,
adding 50MMscf/d. Sankofa-GyeNyame is in
development and the gas will be processed by
a different plant. The Jubilee Gas Processing
plant is also producing about 500 metric
tonnes of Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) per
day, which was about 50% of national demand.

P

Aje Still Has 60MMscf/d Uncommitted

artners in the Aje Field development
offshore Nigeria have an
understanding with a client to
o f f t a ke 6 0 M M s c f / d o f t h e t o t a l
120MMscf/d that the second phase (gas
development) of the project entails.
The contract is for 10 years.
Now they say they have remaining
60MMscf/d “uncommitted”.

The total 120MMscf/d production available
for 10 years was worked out from the field's
producible reserves of 575Billion cubic feet.
The crude oil output phase (first phase ) was
commissioned in May 2016, two years after
the government had approved the entire
Field Development Plan, but the gas project
specifically still has to be approved.
The partners hope to commission the gas

production phase of the project in 2018.
This depends, however, on the Nigerian
authorities' approval of the project by early
2017.
The partners include Yinka Folawiyo
Petroleum, New Age Exploration Nigeria
Limited, EER (Colobus) Nigeria Limited, Pan
Petroleum (Panoro Energy) Aje Limited and
PR Oil & Gas Nigeria Limited.

Nigerian LNG will probably struggle for market penetration

N

igeria's new draft gas policy
envisages a difficulty for the
country's export of gas into the
traditional markets outside Africa. “Nigeria
faces some significant market challenges in
the future for its LNG exports”, the
document, issued by the country's Ministry
of Petroleum in November 2016, says. “Asia
Pacific was the major market for Nigeria LNG
in 2015”, the draft explains. “But with two
major current exporters (Qatar and
Australia) and the huge new volumes about
to supply the same
region, Nigerian LNG will probably struggle
for market penetration in the future”.
The document, which is currently being
debated by stakehlders in the country's oil

and gas sector, notes that Nigeria is naturally
an Atlantic basin supplier and “there
certainly have been and will continue to be
Nigerian LNG deliveries to Pacific basin
markets but they are unlikely to be major
markets for Nigeria, as there are actual
and potential major LNG producers
geographically closer to East Asian markets
(including Qatar, Abu Dhabi, Tanzania,
Mozambique, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Australia and so on)”.
THE NEWS IS NOT ALL THAT BAD…”It is
likely that Nigerian LNG supplies will be able
to find markets, but price discounting will
likely become the norm”, the document
asserts. Nigeria will also have to work much
harder in the future to market its LNG.

With huge streams of LNG and pipeline gas
coming into the market over the next
few years to the Asian region, the
oversupply will continue to bring pressures
on LNG and gas prices, and suppliers will
have to settle for buyers' conditions in
changing
In addition, a buyers' cartel may build up
among Asian LNG buyers, further
complicated by the emergence of Singapore
as an LNG hub.
Nigeria needs a new gas policy that fits the
severely constrained circumstances in
which the nation now finds itself. The gas
policy must work for Nigerians and must be
faithfully implemented to meet the vision
outlined in this document.

No Field Development Plan (FDP) For Oil Projects Without A Feasible Gas Utilisation Plan

N

igeria's new draft National Gas
Policy envisages that the DPR, the
country's Petroleum Regulatory
Agency, will no longer approve a field
development plan for a gas prone oil field,
unless there is a clear, feasible gas utilization
plan.
This regulation has been in the statute books

for over 15 years, but the draft gas policy says
it has been weakly enforced.
“We need to be convinced that your gas
utilization plan is feasible, that you're going
to work the plan”, Gbite Adeniji, Senior
Technical Adviser, Upstream & Gas to the
Minister of state for Petroleum, told the
November 2016 monthly breakfast meeting
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of the Nigerian South Africa Chamber of
Commerce. “Companies will be encouraged
to take advantage of existing nearby
infrastructure for their gas utilization plan,
instead of coming up with plans that are
assembled just to get approval for the oilfield
development”.
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Egypt Weans Itself Out of Gas Importation

I

n mid-December 2016, Egypt's Minister of
Petroleum, Tarek El Mola, told a news
conference that the country would stop
importation of LNG by 2018. In effect, Egypt
has declared itself a gas rich nation, with
enough indigenous production to put end to
the importation it embarked on in 2013. The
country had, in the last three years, found and
developed enough gas to return to selfdependence.
The Nooros field, discovered in July 2015, will
reach peak production of 880MMscf/d by

A

April 2017. It is the largest gas field producing
today in Egypt
The giant Zohr, another 2015 discovery
(August) is the largest gas tank discovered so
far in the Mediterranean waters. It will start
production with over 200MMscf/d by
December 2017.
The Baltim South West, just discovered in July
2016 and to come on stream before the end of
2018.
While these are all fields operated by ENI, the
Italian firm, there are other mega projects

coming close to onstream that are operated
by other companies. One is BP's West Nile
project, around 40% complete and expected
to deliver 1.74Bcf/d at peak.
Operators credit President Abdel Fatah elSisi's strategy of courting petroleum
producers, for the country's hydrocarbon
turnaround. The Ministry of petroleum got
more aggressive in paying old debts, and,
around the same time, renegotiated gas
contracts.

TOTAL Will Operate Cote D'Ivoire's LNG Re-gasification Terminal

consortium led by French major
TOTAL has been awarded the rights to
build and operate a liquefied natural
gas (LNG) re-gasification terminal in Ivory
Coast with a capacity of three million tons per
year (3MMTPA).
The decision announced by the Government
of the Ivory Coast on October 4, 2016 was
followed by the signature of the shareholders'
agreement in Abidjan between TOTAL, which
will operate the project with a 34% interest,
national companies PetroCI (11%) and CI

Energies (5%) as well as SOCAR (26%), Shell
(13%), Golar (6%) and Endeavor Energy (5%).
TOTAL will use the terminal to supply LNG
volumes from its global portfolio in proportion
to its participating interest in the project. The
re-gasification terminal project is expected to
become operational by mid 2018.
“We are very pleased to have been selected by
the Ivorian authorities to manage this project,
which will meet growing domestic and
regional needs for gas and power,” the French
major says in a release.

The project involves the construction of a
terminal with a floating storage and regasification unit (FSRU) in Vridi, Abidjan area,
and a pipeline connecting the FSRU to existing
and planned power plants in Abidjan, as well
as to regional markets connected to the
Ivorian network. This will enable Ivory Coast
to become the first regional LNG import Hub
in West Africa, and to meet both regional and
domestic demand.

Nigerian Gas Company Splits into Two
By McJohn Adjoto

T

he Nigerian Gas Company (NGC) has
been split into two, in order to take
advantage of the emerging gas market.
The two successor companies, both
subsidiaries of the state hydrocarbon
company NNPC, are known as Nigerian Gas
Processing and Transmission Company
(NGPTC) and Nigerian Gas Marketing
Company (NGMC).
The old NGC operated over 2,000km of gas
pipelines all over the country and was
responsible for (1), the ongoing looping

(doubling of capacity) of the Escravos Lagos
Pipeline System, (2) superintending the
construction of the Obiafu-Obrikom-Oben
(OB3) gas pipeline, as well as (3) work on
investment decision regarding the AjaokutaKaduna-Kano (AKK) gas pipeline project, for
which bids for Build, Operate and Transfer
(BOT) are currently being evaluated.
The NGPTC will be responsible, going forward,
for these constructions, while the NGMC will
be responsible for marketing the gas
molecules.

NNPC sources admit that the old NGC was not
into gas processing and the new NGPTC does
not currently process gas, despite its
nomenclature, but it is hoping to get involved
in the Central Processing Facilities earmarked
in the Gas Master Plan.
This is problematic, because the Ministry of
Petroleum Resources is planning to do away
with the planned Central Processing Facilities
in the Gas Master Plan (See the following
story).

Nigerian Government to Tweak the Gas Master Plan

T

he Nigeria Ministry of Petroleum plans to do away with the
three Central Processing Facilities (CPFs), the centerpiece of the
infrastructure segment of the Gas Master Plan.
In their place, “the government will encourage the development of
processing plants on an opportunistic basis”, according to Gbite
Adeniji, Senior Technical Adviser, Upstream &Gas at the Ministry of
Petroleum in Abuja.
The Gas Master Plan, as developed between 2006 and 2008, proposed
three Central Processing Facilities, each of at least 1Billion Standard
Cubic Feet capacity and decreed where the facilities were to be
located; one in the Warri/Forcados Area, the second in Obiafu/Port
Harcourt Area and the third in Akwa Ibom/Calabar area.
These facilities were proposed as regional hubs. The plan also
proposed three gas pipeline transmission systems, including a
1,200km north-south line, a 700km western system with 200km
offshore extension and a 200km pipeline to interconnect the two.
The plan anticipated that investors would fund the construction of
these huge projects and government would serve as franchise owner.
It never happened. No company has committed to building anything.
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Instead there have been smaller, gas gathering projects in the South
East (Seven Energy/Frontier driven) and in the Western Niger Delta
(Oben), that have begun to take the shape of regional hubs.
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12A, Animasaun Street, Off Bode Thomas Street, Surulere, Lagos, Nigeria.

2017 Editions: SCHEDULE OF PUBLICATIONS

Please find below the schedule of publications, and themes, for your 2017 media planning
The publication is sold mostly on subscription basis, to readers in Africa, Europe and North America. But it is also distributed
widely, free, to participants at select conferences. Below, please find the schedule of releases.
Vol 18, No 1, January 2017, released January 15, 2017 Advert Deadline: December
20, 2016
Theme: DEEPWATER AFRICA ANNUAL 2017: Our Eleventh annual overview of
deepwater activity in the Gulf Of Guinea and The African edge of the
Mediterranean. Exploration and production opportunities, challenges and
successes in Angola, Nigeria, Egypt, Ghana, Eq Guinea, JDZ (Nigeria/STP),
Cameroon. Attention to be paid to the deepwater Southern Africa (Namibia and
South Africa) and deepwater Pre-Salt trend in Gabon, Congo Brazaville and Angola.
Vol 18, No 2, February 2017, released February 5, 2017 . Advert Deadline: January
15, 2017
Theme: PETROLEUM PEOPLE SPECIAL-The Inaugural Issue -Africa's evolving
managerial talent. New and old homegrown movers and shakers in the petroleum
scene from Nairobi to Tunis; from Lagos to Brazaville. Personal and HR challenges
and human capital development in the oil industry across the continent.
th
This issue will be distributed free to every participant at the 16 Nigerian Oil and Gas
(NOG) Conference, in Abuja, Nigeria, 27 Feb - 02 March 2017. ICC, Abuja, Nigeria
And every participant at the North Africa Exhibition and Conference 21-24 March
2017 Oran- Algeria
Vol 18, No 3, March 2017, released on March 5, 2017 Advert Deadline: February 15,
2017
Theme: STEPPING ON THE GAS. Key feature: The increasing opportunities for
Domestic Gas from Cape Town to Cairo. Incorporating: Status of Africa Gas Export.
With domestic gas crowding out the market, how are LNG and piped exports doing?
Prospects, Challenges, Profits in Africa's gas export market..

This issue will be distributed free to every participant at the East and Southern Africa
Gas & LNG Conference, Maputo, Mozambique, March 16-17, 2017 and East Africa
Oil&Gas Week Nairobi Kenya, March 27 -29 2017.
Volume 18, No 4, April 2017, released April 5, 2017 Advert Deadline: March 15, 2017.
Theme: THE AFRICAN INDEPENDENT: Opportunities for homegrown E&P companies
and spotlight on those leading the charge. This issue will be distributed free to
participants at the OTC Conference in Houston, Texas, United States (May 1-4, 2017)
Volume 18, No 5, May 2017, released May 4, 2017. Advert Deadline: April 15, 2017
Theme: INDEPENDENTS' DAY ANNUAL. The growing African frontier exploitation is
the domain of independents
This issue will be distributed free to participants at the Offshore West Africa (OWA)
Conference, Lagos, Nigeria June 6-8, 2017
Volume 18, No 6, June 2017, released June 4, 2017 Advert Deadline: May 15, 2017
Theme: Theme: New Technology ANNUAL. What's the “next big thing” in field
development, reservoir modelling, well engineering, basin analysis, frontier
exploration, An industrywide survey of how technical professionals are meeting the
challenges of exploration and development.. This issue will be distributed free to as
many participants we can manage at: Offshore West Africa (OWA) Conference, Lagos,
Nigeria June 6-8, 2017
Volume 18, Number 7, July 2017, released July 5, 2017. Advert Deadline: June 15, 2017
Theme: The Power Deficit ANNUAL: Opportunities and Threats in the changing policy
framework around electricity supply on the continent. The big players,. This issue will
be distributed free to participants at the challenges of finance access and the business
This issue will be distributed free to participants at PowerGen Africa Conference,
Jo'burg South Africa Mid July 2017.
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At Gala Dinner, PETAN Tackles the Usual Suspects

D

iscussions around localisation
in the oil industry were,
naturally, the main fare at the
annual gala dinner of the Petroleum
Technology Association of Nigeria
PETAN, in early December 2016. Guest
of honour, Maikanti Kacalla Baru, who
is the Group Managing Director of the
state hydrocarbon company NNPC,
beat his chest by saying the company
had “been at the forefront of
championing local content, even
before the enactment of the Local Act
in 2010”.
Baru, who was honoured with PETAN's
Distinguished Leadership Award, said
that NNPC's Local content initiatives,
as far back as 11 years ago, included
the promotion of local manufacturing
of steel plates and pipes as well as the
development of engineering design
expertise among Nigerian engineers.
“We called for a fresh approach to
domesticating oil and gas industry
spend through the establishment of
the Nigerian Content Division (NCD) in
2005”, five long years before the
establishment of the Nigerian Content
Development and Monitoring Board
(NCDMB).
Bank -Anthony Okoroafor, Chairman of
PETAN, talked of “lessons to be learnt”
in this period of grave challenges to the
industry. “This is the time to: Optimize
Service Delivery (2) Optimize Asset
Portfolio (3) Engage in Facility Sharing
(4) Encourage Cost Discipline (5)
Improve Capital Structures (6) Find
creative ways to generate activity.
He asked his colleagues to remember
“PETAN's 4Cs”, which include
Collaboration, Capitalization, Capacity
Building, Capture Value in-country.
He called for vigilance of PETAN
members, who are essentially Nigerian
engineering contractors, to ensure
that the Local Content legislation “is
not pushed aside when the Nigerian
government is negotiating for loans
from China or India”.
Bank Anthony also urged the Nigerian
authorities to use the Nigerian Content
Fund “to PETAN Companies in need”.
“NCDMB, IOCs and Government
should commit to long term PETAN
embedding in their projects before
FIDs are signed.
We all should promote Value-Added
Local Content (not Rent collection) and
value should be placed on existing incountry capacity NOT Patronage”2
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Emeka Ene, left, CEO, Oildata Inc., with Zhang Bin, middle,
General Manager Nigeria and An Zhenpu, Sales Manager
Nigeria, both of Jereh, a major Chinese Oil and Gas
Equipment Manufacturer

Emmanuel Epenisi of Sterling Bank, far left, with Bank
Anthony Okoroafor, Chairman PETAN, middle, chatting up
Fidel Onichabor of Seplat and Emmanuel Enu of First E&P.

Benedicta Nkwoh, Commercial Specialist, United States
Embassy, Bintan Famutimi, Chairman Tricontinental Group
and Brent Omdahl, U.S Commercial Counsellor in Nigeria

Vincent Eboh, founder of Petrolog Nigeria and Global Oceon
(left) in a warm handshake with MaikantiBaru, CEO/GMD of
NNPC. Trevor Ajayi, CEO Oiltest (second to the left) and
Shawley Coker, MD, Ciscon, look on.

Stephen Aribeana, CEO , Ariboil and Casimir Maduafokwa,
owner of Technoil

He's looking so pensive: Anthony Ellis- GM Contracting and
Procurement at Shell Petroleum Development Company of
Nigeria..

Left to right Andy Olotu, Schlumberger, Francis Adigwe, Director at Multi Oil&Gas Osten Olorunsola, former Director, Department
of Petroleum Resources, Gbola Akinola, Director at Velosi and Timi Austen-Peters, Chairman, Dorman Long.
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